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Abstract

Acquiring specific desirable properties from the material is a difficult task. The truck
engines are subjected to high temperature fluctuations and are used in heavy duty ap-
plications. Hence, a material having good thermal and mechanical properties is required
for this application. Compacted Graphite Iron (CGI), a type of cast iron is used in the
truck engines because of its optimum physical and mechanical properties. During the
functioning of DAF truck-engines, due to the repetition of cyclic mechanical and ther-
mal loads, cracks are generated in-between the inlet and outlet valves of the cylinder
head. Graphite morphology of CGI plays an important role to obtain optimum physical
and mechanical properties. More importantly, microstructural features present in CGI
influences the damage initiation. Therefore, it is essential to study the complex micro-
structural graphite morphology of CGI. Consequently, the thesis aims to study the effect
of graphite morphology of the CGI on the average and maximum average stress under
uni-axial tensile test at different temperatures.

The approach involves the extraction of CT-scan (Computed Tomography) data of
CGI sample and converting it to discretized geometry for FEA (Finite Element Analysis).
The framework for RVE generation is established and the graphite morphology is char-
acterized by defining Spreadability (S) and Connectivity (K). The graphite of the CGI
has coral like structure and it is highly connected which can span upto several hundred
microns in matrix. The uni-axial tensile test on the RVE at different temperatures are
conducted. The study of effect of graphite morphology characterization parameters on
average stress and maximum average stress revealed that the coral like structure of CGI
influences in increasing the strength of the CGI.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Acquiring specific desirable properties from the material is a difficult task. The truck
engines are subjected to high temperature fluctuations and are used in heavy duty ap-
plications. Hence, a material having good thermal and mechanical properties is required
for this application.

The cast iron is primarily used in engine components because of its specifically suitable
properties such as castability, machinability, wear resistance, strength, ductility, thermal
conductivity and damping capacity. The cast iron is a carbon-iron alloy in which the
carbon content is above 2.14 weight percent [1]. It is comprised of a group of alloys,
and the properties such as strength, ductility, thermal conductivity depend on the type
of cast iron. Based on the graphite morphology, cast iron can be mainly classified as
Flake/Lamellar Graphite Iron (FGI) (Figure 1.1a), Vermicular/Compacted Graphite Iron
(CGI) (Figure 1.1b) and Spheroidal/Nodular Graphite Iron (SGI) (Figure 1.1c) [2].

Figure 1.1: Graphite morphologies of different Cast Iron a) Flake/Lamellar graphite iron
b) Compacted/Vermicular graphite iron c) Nodular/Spheroidal graphite iron [2]

The graphite morphology in cast iron plays an essential role in the physical and me-
chanical properties of cast iron. In Flake/Lamellar graphite iron (FGI), graphite is made
to grow in a particular direction (i.e. along ’a’ axis of the graphite crystallographic
structure, Figure 2.2). Hence, it has a flake-like structure which leads to high stress con-
centration during its working. Therefore, FGI has low strength and ductility but has good
thermal conductivity due to high thermal conductivity along the direction of the growth
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

of graphite. In Spheroidal Graphite Iron (SGI), the graphite is made to grow isotrop-
ically (Section 2.1) giving good strength and ductility but poor thermal conductivity.
Whereas, the graphite morphology of Compacted Graphite Iron (CGI) lies in between
FGI and SGI and it provides optimum physical and mechanical properties. Hence, CGI
is used in truck engines. The detailed explanation is given in section 2.1. The effect of
percentage of nodularity (ratio of nodular graphite particle area to total graphite particle
area) of graphite on ductility, strength, thermal conductivity, and damping capacity is
shown in Figure 1.2. The FGI and SGI possess 0 % and 100 % nodularity, respectively,
whereas, CGI is having nodularity between 10% to 30%. The CGI lies in the range where
the physical and mechanical properties are optimum.

Figure 1.2: Graph showing the effect of nodularity on physical and mechanical properties.
FGI shows a low mechanical property at 0% nodularity and SGI shows low physical
property at 100% nodularity [3]

During the working of the engine, the engine components such as cylinder block, cylin-
der head and exhaust manifold are subjected to cyclic mechanical and thermal loads. As
the engine starts, the temperature rises and the constrained components of engine are
subjected to compressive stresses due to thermal expansion (Figure 1.3). Furthermore,
when the engine gets exposed to high temperature for prolonged period, the developed
compressive stresses gets relieved. Subsequently, residual tensile stresses are developed
when the temperature drops during shut-down of the engine (Figure 1.3). Due to repeti-
tion of this cyclic loading and thermal cycling, cracks are generated especially in between
inlet and exhaust valves in the cylinder head where the thermal gradients are high (Figure
1.4).

1.2 Scope and Objective

As discussed in previous section, graphite morphology plays an important role in the
physical and mechanical properties of cast iron. Flake structure of graphite in FGI re-
duces the strength whereas spherical structured graphite improves the strength. The
graphite structure of CGI being intermediate between FGI and SGI, is used because of

Thermo-Mechanical Analysis of Truck Engines 2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of thermal stresses developed during thermal cycling
[1].

Figure 1.4: TMF cracks in four valve cylinder head (DAF N.V. Trucks)

its optimum properties aiding in the good performance of engine. To understand the ex-
isting problem of crack generation due to the repetition of cyclic mechanical and thermal
loads, it is important to study the micro-structural complex graphite morphology of CGI.
In this regard, the objective of the thesis is to study the effect of graphite morphology of
CGI on the parameters such as average stress and maximum average stress, at different
temperatures under uni-axial tensile test. The average stress is considered because of the
presence of two phases in the CGI. Moreover, due to consideration of pure elastic defor-
mation of the graphite in the model, large stresses develop in the graphite than pearlite.
Hence, average stress is considered to study the effect of graphite morphology. Maximum
average stress is defined as the maximum value of average stress obtained in the range of
0 - 10% macroscopic strain applied in uni-axial tensile test.

The CGI material has a high inter-connected graphite and the morphology is more

Thermo-Mechanical Analysis of Truck Engines 3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

complex than FGI and SGI. The parameters used for the characterization of graphite
morphology needs to quantify this complex structure.

The matrix of CGI can be ferrite, pearlite or mixture of ferrite/pearlite. Ferrite
is more ductile and has low strength, whereas, pearlite has high strength, low ductility.
Moreover, pearlite show good resistance to Thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF). Therefore,
pearlite is considered in the material model and following material constitutive model is
considered for CGI.

• Thermo-viscoplastic model for the pearlite (matrix).

• Transversely isotropic model and elastic material model for graphite.

• The bond between the matrix and graphite is perfect.

The approach in the thesis involves the extraction of CT-scanned (CT- Computed
Tomography) data of CGI sample which is taken from in-between the inlet and outlet
valves of the cylinder head and convert it to discretized geometry for FEA (Finite Element
Analysis). Later, characterize the graphite morphology to study their effects on the
parameters such as average stress, maximum average stress under uni-axial tensile test
at different temperatures.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The thesis report is divided into 7 chapters. A brief background of the thesis is explained
in chapter 1. Literature review (chapter 2) gives detail properties of cast iron and other
aspects such as the importance of graphite morphology, the crystal structure of graphite
and properties of phases of CGI. The methodology involved in the conversion of CT-scan
data of CGI sample to discretized FE geometry is explained in chapter 3 (RVE genera-
tion).

The constitutive model of the pearlite, numerical implementation of transversely
isotropic graphite, and various definitions used in the analysis are explained in chapter 4
(RVE model). Since the aim of the thesis is to study the effect of graphite morphology,
detail explanation of the expressions used in characterizing graphite morphology is given
and also the criteria used in the selection of RVE is explained in chapter 5 (Characteri-
zation of graphite morphology and RVE selection).

The analysis results of selected RVEs (A, B, C, D, and E) subjected to uni-axial
tensile at 0◦ C (reference temperature), 100◦ C, 200◦ C, 300◦ C, and 400◦ C temperature
using transversely isotropic graphite model and isotropic graphite model are discussed
in chapter 6. At last, the summary, conclusions, and recommendations of the thesis are
provided in chapter 7.

Thermo-Mechanical Analysis of Truck Engines 4



Chapter 2

Literature review

The literature review involves a detailed study of the properties of cast iron. Since the
goal of the thesis is to study the effect of graphite morphology of CGI, hence it is essential
to understand the transversely isotropic graphite’s crystal structure and the influence of
graphite morphology on the physical and mechanical properties of Flake graphite iron
(FGI), Compacted graphite iron (CGI), and Spheroidal graphite iron (SGI). Further-
more, the difference between the properties of ferrite and pearlite is mentioned, and the
importance of considering pearlite as the matrix in CGI is explained. As the cast iron is
subjected to high temperature in the application of truck engines, it’s thermal conduc-
tivity is a valuable property to understand. Hence, the influence of graphite morphology
on thermal conductivity is discussed.

2.1 Introduction to cast iron

Cast iron comprises group of alloys containing carbon content from 2.1 - 4 wt% which is
represented in the iron-carbon phase diagram (Figure 2.1). Cast iron mainly consists of
2.1 - 4 wt% of carbon and 1 - 3 wt% of silicon, and also contains less than 0.01 wt% of
Barium, Bismuth, Boron, Calcium and more than 0.01 wt% of Magnesium, Aluminium,
Antimony, Arsenic, Cerium, Cobalt, Chromium, and Copper [4].

Below eutectoid temperature (723◦ C), the cast iron in the iron-carbon phase diagram
consists of cementite, pearlite and transformed ledeburite (Austenite + cementite) phases.
Above eutectoid and below eutectic temperature (1147◦ C) cast iron consists of austenite,
ledeburite (Austenite+cementite) and cementite phases (Figure 2.1). The phases shown
for cast iron in iron carbon phase diagram represent white cast iron. Whereas, the gray
cast iron consists of graphite phase instead of cementite in the iron-carbon phase diagram.
The differences between the two are mainly based on the amount of silicon in the alloy.
The silicon in the gray cast iron causes the carbon to form into graphite. It’s presence
produces a dark gray or almost black color and with less silicon, the carbon in white
cast iron changes to cementite or iron carbide (Fe3C). Furthermore, apart from silicon
inclusion effect the rate of cooling controls the graphite formation. Lowering the cooling
rate and adding silicon higher than 1 wt% triggers graphite formation.

Based on the graphite morphology cast iron can be classified as Flake/Lamellar
graphite iron, Compacted/Vermicular graphite iron and Spheroidal/Ductile graphite iron.
The positive influence of the graphite phase on the physical and mechanical properties of
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Figure 2.1: Iron carbon phase diagram [4]

cast iron has led to its application in the engine blocks and heads where the material is
subjected to temperature gradients along with cyclic high temperature and mechanical
loads.

The crystal structure of graphite consists of planes of hexagonal rings which are connected
by covalent bonds within plane and weak van der Waals bonds between the planes. Car-
bon atom consists of four valance electrons, out of which three are involved in the covalent
bonds within basal plane and remaining valance electron bonds with adjacent plane form-
ing weak van der Waals force. Figure 2.2 shows the crystal structure of graphite where ’a’
axis is parallel to the basal plane and ’c’ axis is perpendicular to the ’a’ axis. The weak
van der Walls force results in weak shear strength and sliding may take place parallel
to ’a’ direction. On the other hand the strong covalent bonds give better electrical and
thermal conductivity.

In FGI the graphite grows majorly along ’a’ axis (Figure 2.3a) which gives flake like
structure (Figure 1.1a) [7]. Hence, the sharp edges create stress concentration when sub-
jected to loads [7]. Therefore, FGI is weak in tension but it is strong in compression loads
as the growth of voids is restricted [7]. It is also observed that the thermal conductivity
is much higher in FGI in comparison to CGI and SGI i.e thermal conductivity is more
along basal plane (’a’ axis).

The growth of the graphite along basal plane (’a’ axis) can be restricted by adding
magnesium. Moreover, the increase in percentage of magnesium leads to shift in growth
of graphite from ’a’ axis to ’c’ axis. Hence, when the growth of the graphite is along
’c’ axis spheroidal graphite iron (SGI) is formed (Figure 2.3c). On the other hand, the

Thermo-Mechanical Analysis of Truck Engines 6



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Figure 2.2: Graphite’s crystalline structure showing ’a’ and ’c’ axis.[5]

Figure 2.3: Graphite crystallographic representation of a) Flake graphite b) Com-
pacted/vermicular graphite c) Spheroidal graphite [5].

growth of the graphite in CGI lies between ’a’ and ’c’ axis (Figure 2.3b). Therefore, as
we move from FGI to SGI the graphite growth direction changes from ’a’ axis to ’c’ axis
[7].

The isotropic growth of graphite by adding magnesium leads to the formation of
nodular graphite which is found in spheroidal graphite iron and compacted graphite iron.
However, the percentage of nodular graphite is less in CGI. Nodularity is defined as the
ratio between nodular graphite particle area and total graphite particle area. Percentage
of nodularity vs percentage of total magnesium is shown in Figure 2.4. CGI consists of
nodularity from 0 to 20%, where as SGI may contain nodularity from 20% to 100%. The
nodular graphite are less interconnected where as, flake graphite and compacted graphite
are highly interconnected which influences the thermal conductivity and can be observed
in FGI and CGI (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2 shows the effect of nodularity on the physical (e.g Conductivity) and me-
chanical properties. At 0% nodularity i.e FGI has high physical properties but low me-
chanical properties whereas at 100% nodularity i.e SGI has high mechanical properties
but low physical properties. Therefore, an optimum graphite nodularity should be used

Thermo-Mechanical Analysis of Truck Engines 7



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

to get optimum physical and mechanical properties. Hence, Compact graphite iron is
preferred for diesel engine heads and blocks, where properties and graphite structure lies
between FGI and SGI. In Figure 2.5 the effect of nodularity on the strength in a tensile
test is shown. In SGI higher strength is observed.

Figure 2.4: Graph showing the percentage of nodularity obtained when magnesium is
added to prevent the formation of FGI or for isotropic growth of graphite[6].

Figure 2.5: Stress-strain curves for FGI, CGI and SGI. Graph shows the impact of
spheroidal graphite on strength.[8]

In the cast iron (FGI, CGI, SGI) the matrix can be ferrite, pearlite or both. The
presence of pearlite give higher strength. The Figure 2.6 shows that higher the pearlite

Thermo-Mechanical Analysis of Truck Engines 8



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

content in the matrix, the higher will be the strength. Whereas, ferrite is good at holding
cracks and it is more ductile. Moreover, Pearlite has good creep strength than ferrite at
high temperature, hence pearlite is preferred at high temperature application.

Figure 2.6: Graph showing the effect of percentage of pearlite on the strength in com-
parison to ferrite [9]

2.2 Thermal conductivity

The cast iron is subjected to high temperature in its application in the cylinder head.
Hence, its thermal conductivity is an important property to be considered. Graphite
shows a better thermal conductivity among other phases (e.g ferrite, pearlite) and more-
over along basal plane(’a’axis) is much higher than in ’c’ axis [7]. Therefore, FGI has
higher thermal conductivity than CGI and SGI (Figure 2.7a). Due to more complex path
for heat conduction and reduced interconnectivity of graphite in spheroidal graphite, it’s
thermal conductivity is less than flake graphite (Figure 2.7b) and moreover, ferrite shows
higher thermal conductivity than pearlite and with increasing temperarture the thermal
conductivity of ferrite is decreased (Table 2.1)[7].

2.3 Conclusion

The chapter discussed in detail the properties of the cast iron. Initially, the position of
the cast iron in the iron-carbon phase diagram and the essence of the phases present in
cast iron is explained. The classification of cast iron based on the graphite morphology is
mentioned (FGI, CGI, SGI). The effect of alloying element silicon and rate of cooling aids
in graphite formation. Moreover, controlling graphite morphology by using the amount
of magnesium led to the formation of FGI, CGI, and SGI. The influence of graphite
morphology on the physical and mechanical properties is explained. FGI has excellent
physical properties and poor mechanical properties. Furthermore, SGI has good mechan-
ical properties but poor physical properties. Whereas, CGI has optimum physical and
mechanical properties. Hence, CGI is used in truck engines.

Thermo-Mechanical Analysis of Truck Engines 9



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

(a) (b)

Figure 2.7: a) Influence of graphite shape on thermal and electrical conductivity [7] b)
Mechanism of heat conduction in different Fe-C alloys [7]

Table 2.1: Thermal conductivity of structural constituents in iron-base alloys [11]

Transversely isotropic crystal structure of graphite is explained where hexagonal rings
are connected with strong covalent bonds which forms a basal plane (’a’ axis). Further-
more, the stack of the basal planes are connected by weak van der Waals force (’c’ axis).
Therefore, along the basal plane (’a’ axis), Young’s modulus is significantly higher than
along the ’c’ direction (Table 4.2). Moreover, thermal conductivity is also higher along
the basal plane (’a’ axis) than in ’c’ direction.

Furthermore, the properties of pearlite, ferrite, is discussed. The matrix of the CGI
can be ferrite, pearlite or mixture of both. Since pearlite has higher strength than fer-
rite and it has more resistance to thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF), therefore pearlite is
considered in CGI.

In the following chapter 3, the methodology involved in the conversion of CGI mi-
crostructure from the cylinder head to a discretized geometry for FEA (Finite Element
Analysis) is discussed.

Thermo-Mechanical Analysis of Truck Engines 10



Chapter 3

RVE generation

3.1 Introduction

The chapter discusses the methodology involved in the conversion of CGI microstructure
from the cylinder head to a discretized geometry for FEA (Finite Element Analysis). The
chapter begins with the discussion on CT (Computed tomography) scanning of the CGI
sample and various intermediate steps involved in the conversion of extracted CT scan
data to discretized FE geometry has been explained. The RVEs (Representative Volume
Element) are generated by using this method, and they are used for the characterization
of graphite morphology and subjected to examination under uni-axial tensile test, which
is discussed in chapter 5 and 6.

3.2 CT-scanning of CGI sample

3.2.1 Introduction

X-ray computed tomography technique is a non-destructive testing method used to in-
spect the materials and structures without causing damage. The objectives of the X-ray
computed tomography, or NDT (Non-Destructive Technique) is to provide information
regarding discontinuities such as cracks, voids, inclusions, porosity and material struc-
ture, chemical composition (alloy and phase identification) and dimensional measure-
ments such as thickness, diameter, the shape of inclusions or inhomogeneity [13]. The
advantages of CT-scanning is that it needs very less sample preparation and it is en-
tirely non-destructive 3D imaging technique. The disadvantages are that it has image
artifacts (Beam hardening, ring artifacts) and to get better resolution the sample needs
to be small, and moreover, large data volumes can require considerably high computer
resources for visualization and analysis [14]. The polychromatic X-rays leads to beam
hardening artifacts which can be reduced by using a filter (to remove low energy x-rays)
and by using beam hardening correction factor on the scanned data.

3.2.2 Principle of working

Figure 3.1 represents the schematic working method of X-ray computed tomography. It
has an X-ray source, a sample on the turning table, and the detector.

The filament is heated to generate electrons, and the electron beam is focused on the
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target material by maintaining a potential difference. The voltage determines the beam
penetration, and the current determines the intensity of the beam. When the electron
is bombarded on the target element, X-rays are produced due to knocking out of the
electron from the inner shell of the atom by the electron beam which makes electron from
the outer shell to take the vacant position resulting in the generation of X-ray photon
[15]. The produced X-rays are made to pass through the sample which is located on the
turntable. The X-ray passing through the sample gets attenuated which is captured by
the detector. The different phases have different attenuation capacity. The detector cap-
tures the amount of attenuation. Higher the attenuation brighter the image and lower the
attenuation, darker is the image. A sample placed on the turntable (rotating 0◦ to 360◦)
is exposed to X-ray continuously. A specialized algorithm/software is used to convert the
captured attenuated X-rays on the detector to the 3D image.

Figure 3.1: Main equipment of X-ray computed tomography: X-ray source (left), speci-
men on turntable (centre), detector (right). [13]

3.2.3 Micro CT scanning of CGI sample

The different targets are used for different purposes. Molybdenum target generates low
energy X-rays which is used on low attenuating material such as a polymer. Whereas,
the diamond target is used for metals. The CGI sample used for CT scanning is shown
in Figure 5.3 in which the highlighted part is scanned. The region from which the sample
is extracted is shown in Figure 3.3 which is obtained from in-between the valves of the
cylinder head. The diameter of the scanned region is 500µm. The settings used for the
scanning is shown in Table 3.2.3. The spot size defines the concentration of beam on the
target. Smaller the spot size, higher is the beam concentration. Moreover, the spot size
influences the lateral resolution, smaller the spot size better the lateral resolution. The
smaller spot size gives a sharp edge but limits the maximum voltage due to the heating
of the concentrated beam.
The Equation 3.1 gives the resolution of the scan, where the voxel size Vs determines the
resolution of the CT-scanned sample. ps is the pixel size of the detector and M is the
magnification which is the ratio of source-sample distance to source-detector distance.
So, lesser source-sample distance gives a higher resolution. However, the sample needs
to have less eccentric rotation which gets pronounced when source sample distance gets
reduced, and higher eccentric rotation of the sample leads to artifacts.
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Vs =
ps
M

(3.1)

Scanning settings of CGI sample
V(kV) I(µA) Spot size Target Detector-

time[ms]
νs(µm)

60 240 1(medium) Diamond 2000 0.57

Figure 3.2: Dimensions of CGI sample showing scanned region

Figure 3.3: The region where CGI sample is collected i.e in-between valves of cylinder
head

3.3 Grayscale thresholding

The section discusses the importance of precise thresholding and the methodology to
determine the threshold (grayscale value) or isosurface that separates the graphite from
pearlite.
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The data of 3D image from CT-scan of CGI sample is obtained as a voxelized data.
The voxelized data from different phases have different grayscale value. The voxel count
for the different grayscale value of the scanned CGI sample is shown in histogram (Figure
3.4). A set of grayscale values in histogram forms a particular phase. As there are two
phases in CGI, there is a need to determine the limit/grayscale value precisely in order to
separate the two phases. The red line in the histogram represents the position where two
phases are separated, in which the graphite phase is shown in yellow color (Figure 3.5).
The left side of the red line represents the selected volume fraction of the scanned sample
(which is graphite) and the right side, the matrix. The position of the red line defining the
grayscale threshold is plotted against the volume fraction (Figure 3.6). As it is observed,
even though threshold can be selected visually/supervised way between 30000 to 48000
grayscale (Figure 3.5), the change in volume fraction between the grayscale 30000 to
48000 is 0.11 to 0.24 (Figure 3.6), which is about 13% of total volume. Hence, precise
grayscale thresholding is necessary. Therefore, two methods Otsu and K-means which
are used to determine the grayscale threshold are discussed in the next section.

Figure 3.4: Histogram of CGI sample showing voxel count for different gray-scale value.

3.3.1 Otsu threshold selection method from gray-level histogram

The Otsu’s method is a standard method to determine the threshold of the gray-scale
image. Otsu’s method determines the maximum inter-class variance (σ2

B)[16] or minimum
intra-class variance by splitting the gray-scale histogram into n regions.

σ2
B(k∗) = max

{1≤k<L}
σ2
B(k) (3.2)

where L is the graylevels represented by picture and k* is the optimal threshold.

In the case of CGI material, gray-scale image need two regions(n=2). The method
iteratively calculates inter-class variance for all possible n regions along the gray-scale
length. The Otsu’s method is formulated as follows:
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Figure 3.5: Histogram (Grayscale vs voxel count) with selected region from 0 to 48000
grayscale and volume fraction is represented in yellow shade on 3D image.

Figure 3.6: Volume fraction vs Grayscale.

Let gray level of image is given by 1,2,3....L and let ni denote the number of pixels of
gray-level i and the total number of pixels N is given by.

N = n1 + n2 + ...+ nL (3.3)

The probability of the gray-scale value is given as

pi = ni/N, pi ≥ 0,
L∑
i=1

pi = 1

Let C0 and C1 denote the two classes. if we split the gray-scale region into two and K
defines threshold at which the gray-scale region is divided into two then C0 and C1 pixel
gray-scale region is given by Equation 3.4 [16]
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C0 = [1, 2, 3.., K], C1 = [K + 1, ..., L] (3.4)

The inter-class variance is given by Equation 3.4[16].

σ2
B(k) = ω0(µ0 − µT )2 + ω1(µ1 − µT )2 (3.5)

where ω0 and ω1 are in-class probabilities which is given by

ω0 =
K∑
i=1

pi (3.6)

ω1 =
L∑

i=K+1

pi = 1− ω0 (3.7)

and

µ0 and µ1 are the class means given by

µ0 =
K∑
i=1

ipi/ω0 (3.8)

µ1 =
L∑

i=K+1

ipi/ω1 (3.9)

where total mean is given by

µT =
L∑
i=1

ipi (3.10)

3.3.2 K-means clustering

K-means clustering is popularly used in machine learning, data mining and computa-
tional geometry [17].
K-means clustering works on the principle by considering K centers for n data points (in
the gray-scale histogram, voxel count are the data points positioned at gray-scale value)
and minimizing the sum of the squared distance between the data points and it’s nearest
center (Equation 3.11)[17]. The number of centers is equal to number of clusters required.

Let C be set of positions of selected K centers and X be the set of points. The potential
function to minimize is shown in Equation 3.11[17].

φ =
∑
xεX

mincεC |x− c|2 (3.11)
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3.3.3 Sample test and gray-scale threshold of CGI sample

A sample is tested to check the accuracy of the Otsu and K-means method. The gray-
scale image and it’s histogram is shown in Figure 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. The gray-scale
image is tested with Otsu’s gray-scale threshold and K-means clustering. The thresh-
old obtained from Otsu is used to convert the gray-scale image to binary image (below
threshold is equal to 0 which is dark background, and above the threshold is equal to
1 which is a bright image)(Figure 3.9). The binary image shown has differentiated the
image from the background.

The K-means splits the gray-scale region into two clusters. The maximum and mini-
mum limit of each cluster is obtained which is shown in Table3.1. The threshold of Otsu’s
method (Gray-scale 40) is comparable with K-means (Threshold-41) which is shown in
Table 3.1. Hence, the Otsu method is used to determine the threshold, and the K-means
method is used to check the correctness of the threshold obtained from Otsu.

The gray-scale threshold value of Otsu and K-means of scanned CGI sample is shown
in Table 3.2. The values obtained from Otsu and K-means are comparable. Hence, the
gray-scale threshold of 28013 is used.

Figure 3.7: Sample image.

3.4 Repair and smoothening of the stereolithography

file

The steriolithography (STL) file format obtained from the CT scan data is the isosurface
made of 2D triangular meshes which forms a closed matrix region. Since the obtained STL
file from CT-scan data consists of holes, intersections, flipped triangles, double triangles,
degenerate faces, therefore it is repaired. Since the extracted isosurface also consists of
rough surface which lead to complications during mesh generation, therefore the surface
is smoothened. The STL file before and after smoothening is shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.8: Pixel count vs gray scale of sample image.

Figure 3.9: Binary image.

3.5 Grid differentiation

The section discusses the method used to differentiate the grids which is spread across
RVE into graphite and pearlite region. The purpose of this method is to use the differen-
tiated grids in MSFM (Multistencil fast marching method) which calculates the distance
from the isosurface to the grids, and it is further implemented in mesh generation proce-
dure.

The STL file obtained from the CT scan data is the isosurface made of triangular
facets which forms a closed matrix region. The Figure 3.10 shows the STL file extracted
from the CGI sample. The STL data contains triangular mesh and each triangular facet
has a normal. The normal of the triangular meshes are made to orient outside the closed
mesh region. An example of closed mesh of sphere facing normal outside the closed region
is shown in the Figure 3.11.
The method works on the principle in which a ray generated from each grid is made to
pierce triangular mesh. If the ray is along the direction of the normal then the grid is
considered to be inside the closed region and if the ray is in the direction opposite to
the normal of triangular mesh then the grid is considered to be outside the closed mesh
region. A simple example of grids covering partially the region of sphere is shown in
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Otsu and K-means results of sample image
No Variable K-means lower

limit
K-means upper
limit

Otsu

1 Cluster1 42 99 -
2 Cluster2 0 41 -
3 Threshold - - 40

Table 3.1: Otsu and K-means results of image sample.

Otsu and K-means results of CGI sample
No Variable K-means lower

limit
K-means upper
limit

Otsu

1 Cluster1 15420 28270 -
2 Cluster2 28527 38550 -
3 Threshold - - 28013

Table 3.2: Otsu and K-means results of CGI sample.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: STL file with 2d triangular meshes forming isosurface forming closed CGI
matrix/pearlite region a)Extracted stl from scanned CGI sample b)Smoothened stl file.
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Figure 3.12 in which grids present inside and outside the sphere has been differentiated
with blue and red grids respectively.

Figure 3.11: Triangular mesh forming closed sphere surface with face normals orienting
outside the closed region.

Figure 3.12: The grids spread partially across the sphere (STL) is differentiated. The
grids present inside the sphere is shown in blue color and grids present outside the sphere
is shown in red.

3.6 Multistencil Fast Marching Method

The Multistencil Fast Marching Method (MSFM) is a numerical technique/algorithm de-
veloped to solve the Eikonal equation. Eikonal equation is a non-linear partial differential
equation which describes the evolution of a front/curve/interface. The Eikonal equation
and the boundary condition is shown in Equation 3.12 and 3.13 respectively [18]. Eikonal
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.13: a) Differentiated grids (blue-graphite, red-pearlite) b)Distance function.
Shortest distance of the grids from interface

equation says that the gradient of arrival time of the front is inversely proportional to
the speed of the front.

|∇T (x)| = 1/F (x) where xεΩ (3.12)

T (x) = 0 for xε∂Ω (3.13)

The ∂Ω represents the initial position of the boundary/front at time T = 0 and F(x)
is the speed of the front at position x and the solution to the Eikonal equation gives the
shortest time to reach the position x. The differentiated grids are defined with speed
(F(x)) equal to one and are spaced unit distance apart. The arrival time represents the
shortest distance of the grid from the isosurface which is the boundary/front at T(x)=0.
The MSFM[19] is an improved version of Fast marching method (FMM)[18]. The MSFM
and FMM are the approximate solution to the Eikonal equation. The detail explana-
tion of FMM and MSFM are shown in AppendixA. The region graphite and pearlite
is distinguished by converting the distance calculated by the MSFM from isosurface to
the grids present in graphite to negative and pearlite to positive. The distance function
φ(x) is obtained by operating MSFM on the differentiated grids which gives the shortest
distance from grids to iso-surface/graphite surface. An example is shown in Figure 3.13.
The distance function φ(x) is used in mesh generation procedure which will be discussed
in the section 3.8. Before implementing distance function φ(x) in the mesh generation
procedure, the necessary step which aids in mesh generation procedure is discussed in
next section 3.7.

3.7 Distance function data smoothening

The distance function φ(x) obtained by the MSFM on the differentiated grids gives a
rough graphite surface (Figure 3.14a). The STL file has been smoothened to a very low
degree (section 3.4) to restrict the loss of the geometrical and volumetric information.
The draw back of smoothening STL file is the change in the graphite fraction volume.
Hence, the STL needs to be smoothened to minimum degree that does not have major
impact on the volumetric information. The rough surface developed by distance function
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.14: Isosurface represented by the distance function φ(x) = 0. a) Graphite surface
of RVE without mean filter implementation on distance function b) Graphite surface of
RVE with implementation of mean filter on distance function. The mean filter helps in
smoothening the graphite which in-turn aids in mesh generation procedure.

which is obtained by operating MSFM on discrete differentiated grids (section 3.5) does
not aid in mesh generation procedure. Therefore, a filter is used on the distance function
that helps to smoothen the iso-surface. Using the high number of grids does help to
have less rough iso-surface, but the obtained smoothness is not sufficient enough to aid
in mesh generation procedure. Moreover, no matter how high degree smoothening of the
STL file you have, the discrete grids do give a rough iso-surface at the end. Therefore,
the smoothening of the STL file does help to only a certain extent. Hence, using a filter
that smoothens the distance function data (iso-surface) is inevitable.

A mean filter is low pass filter, i.e. the alteration of data is minimum, that reduces
the amount of intensity variation from one pixel to next. The filter is primarily used
on the images. The mean filter works on the principle where each pixel is replaced by
the average of pixel intensity values of neighborhood pixels. The pixel ’e’ is replaced by

a value
1

9
(a + b + c + d + e + f + g + h + i) (Figure 3.15). The method reduces the

high aberrations in the neighboring data by taking the average of surrounding values
and hence, helps in smoothening the graphite surface. The graphite surface without the
implementation of the mean filter and with the implementation of the mean filter on
distance function is shown in Figure 3.14. There are many other filters such as median
filter, Gaussian filter but as these filters give a higher degree of smoothness which is not
necessary, hence they are not implemented. In the next section, the mesh generation
procedure has been discussed which explains in detail the steps involved in the mesh
generation and utilization of distance function φ(x).

3.8 Mesh generation

The distance function φ(x) determined by using MSFM represents the surface (K) im-
plicitly by
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Figure 3.15: Example showing application of mean filter on pixelised image. The pixel
intensity of ’e’ is replaced by average of pixel intensity values of surrounding neighbor
pixels.

K = φ(x) = 0 (3.14)

and the phases are distinguished by positive (pearlite) and negative (graphite) dis-
tances. The distance function φ(x) is primarily used to define the mesh size in the RVE.
Mesh size function (h(x)) is proportional to the distance function φ(x). Fine mesh is
obtained closer to the graphite surfaces (isosurfaces) and coarser mesh when moved away
from it (Figure 3.16). The gradient of mesh size distribution is controlled by multiplying
a factor ’X’ to a distance function φ(x). The mesh size function (h(x)) can also be defined
by using curvature of graphite surface and narrowness of in-between the surfaces (Figure
3.17), but here, the implemented mesh size function (h(x)) for the RVE is based only on
the distances from the surfaces. The mesh generation procedure can be mainly divided
into three sections i.e Particle distribution, Delaunay triangulation and Force equilibrium.
Each section is explained as follows:

Figure 3.16: CGI FE model representing fine mesh near the surface and coarser mesh
when moved away from it. Blue elements are pearlite region and the other phase is
graphite.
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Figure 3.17: Mesh size function defined based on curvature of the surface and narrowness
of the region between the surface.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.18: Distribution of particles based on the mesh size function h(x)2 a) Uniformly
distributed particles b) Particles distributed based on probablity 1/h(x)2 [20].

3.8.1 Particle distribution

The points are distributed uniformly over the region (Figure 3.18a). Based on the size
function (h(x)) the uniformly distributed points are altered according to probability
1/h(x)2 (Figure 3.18b). So, the region closer to the graphite surface gets higher number
of particles (Figure 3.18b).

3.8.2 Delaunay triangulation

The delaunay triangulation is a method developed by computational geometry where
plane/volume is discretised into triangles/tetrahedrons using the points distributed in
the plane/volume (Figure 3.19). The triangles/tetrahedron are formed such that no
point lies inside the circumcircle formed by the triangle/tetrahedron.

3.8.3 Force equilibrium

To improve the quality of elements/mesh the edges of the triangles/tetrahedrons are
subjected to force according to Equation 3.15, where l is the length of the edge, K is the
constant coefficient and lo is expected length which is calculated according to Equation
3.16 [20], where C1 is the constant and h(x) is the size function. The force fg on the edges
and resultant force F on nodes are calculated and nodes are moved to the equilibrium
position (Figure 3.20) iteratively according to equation Pi+1 = Pi + Fdt where i is step
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Figure 3.19: Delaunay triangulation [20].

of iteration and dt is the artificial time increment. Here the displaced boundary nodes
are projected back and the connectivity of triangle/tetrahedron is updated accordingly
to meet the delaunay triangulation condition (no node should lie inside the circumcircle
of triangle/terahedron) (Figure 3.21).

f(l, l0) =

{
K(l0 − l), l < lo

0, l ≥ l0
(3.15)

lo = C1h(x) (3.16)

Figure 3.20: Sketch map of force equilibrium method [20].

3.9 Conclusion

In chapter 3, the detail steps involved in RVE generation procedure is discussed. The
CGI sample from in-between the valves of cylinder head is subjected to micro CT-scan
(section 3.2.3). Using Otsu and K-means method, the gray-scale threshold or iso-surface
is determined (section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). The iso-surface is extracted in the form of STL
file which consists of triangular facets that form closed matrix region (section 3.4). The
grids spread across the STL file is differentiated into graphite and pearlite phases (section
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Figure 3.21: The edges of tetrahedron are subjected to force to obtain the required
length (lo), and the nodes are moved to equilibrium position. Thereafter, If the Delaunay
triangulation condition (no node should lie inside the circumcircle of triangle/terahedron)
is not satisfied then the connectivity/triangle/tetrahedron is updated which is represented
in above figure.

3.5) which are utilized to obtain the distance function that defines the shortest distance
of the grid to the iso-surface using MSFM. The differentiated grids are utilized to obtain
positive (pearlite region) and negative distances (graphite region). Before implementing
the distance function to mesh generation procedure, the distance function is subjected
to mean filter that helps to get a smooth iso-surface that aids in the mesh generation
procedure (section 3.7). At last, the detail steps involved in mesh generation procedure
is discussed (section 3.8). In the next chapter the constitutive model of pearlite, the
material model of graphite and boundary condition used for the uni-axial tensile test is
discussed.
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Chapter 4

RVE model

The chapter discusses the constitutive model used for the pearlite and material model for
graphite phases. The elastic properties of the transversely isotropic graphite, pearlite and
considered cases for isotropic graphite model are given. Later, the boundary condition
used for the uni-axial tensile test and explanation of other definitions used in the analysis
is provided.

4.1 Constitutive model for Pearlite

The matrix for CGI can be ferrite or pearlite or a mixture of both, but the selection of
pearlite in CGI is because of its high strength and good creep resistance [7]. Moreover,
experimental TMF tests suggest that pearlite has better resistance to TMF than ferrite
[7]. The microstructure of pearlite show closely spaced soft ferrite and hard cementite
layers, which leads in giving high strength and hardening of the pearlite [1]. When
engine components are subjected to long holding time at temperatures between 350◦ C
to 550◦ C, it is observed that pearlite shows creep and stress relaxation phenomena [1].
Therefore, time and temperature dependent thermo-viscoplastic model for pearlite has
been introduced by J.C.Pina [1] using experimental steady-state creep data and stress-
strain tensile data at different temperatures. The model considers isotropic hardening
in which the yield surface remains in the same shape but expands isotropically with
increasing stress (Figure 4.1)[21]. Considering Von-mises yield surface for example, where
initial yield surface is given by function fo(σij) and subsequent yield surface is given by
fo(σij,K) (Equation 4.1)[21], where K is the hardening parameter. The existing model is
updated with kinematic hardening by Mohammadpour, A, which takes Bauschinger effect
into account [22]. In kinematic hardening, the hardening in tension leads to softening
in subsequent compression [21]. Moreover, the yield surface remains in the same size
and shape but merely translates in stress space (Figure 4.2) [21]. The shift in the yield
surface is given by back stress tensor β which is the hardening parameter. This section
explains in detail the kinematics, Clausius-Duhem inequality and thermo-viscoplastic
model implemented in the constitutive model.

fo(σij, K) = fo(σij)−K (4.1)

fo(σij, β) = fo(σij)− β (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Isotropic hardening representing the yield surface which remains in same
shape but expands isotropically with increase in stress [21].

Figure 4.2: Kinematic hardening representing the yield surface which remains in same
size and shape but merely translates in stress space [21].

Kinematics

The deformation gradient F is decomposed multiplicatively into elastic and inelastic
part (Equation 4.3). The F ine maps the vector from reference undeformed configuration
(Bo) to intermediate configuration (B̄) which forms a stress-free state and defines the
thermal and plastic deformation. The F e maps the vector from intermediate configu-
ration to current deformed configuration (B) which describes elastic deformation. The
inelastic deformation gradient F ine is further decomposed into thermal and viscoplastic
part (Equation 4.4). The F th maps the vector from the undeformed configuration (Bo)
to thermo-mechanical intermediate configuration (B̃) which defines thermal configura-
tion. whereas, Fνp maps vector from thermo-mechanical intermediate configuration (B̃)
to intermediate configuration(B̄) which defines stress free configuration. The schematic
representation of the multiplicative decomposition is shown in Figure 4.3.

F = F eF ine = F eF νpF th (4.3)

F ine = F νpF th (4.4)

The spatial velocity gradient in the current configuration is obtained as additive de-
composition into elastic, viscoplastic and thermal part (Equation 4.5).
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Figure 4.3: Sketch map of force equilibrium method [20].

tl = le + lνp + lth (4.5)

where
le = Ḟ e(F e−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

le

+F e[L̄ine](F e)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
lνp+lth

(4.6)

and,

L̄ine = ˙F νp(F νp−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
L̄νp

+F νp

L̃th︷ ︸︸ ︷
˙F th(F th)−1(F νp)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

L̄th

(4.7)

The upper case L̄ for velocity gradient tensor is related to stress-free configuration.
The difference between L̃th and L̄th is that the base vectors are different in a different con-
figuration. L̄th is the map of L̃th from thermo-mechanical configuration (B̃) to mechanical
intermediate configuration (B̄).

The right Cauchy-green tensor C̄e and its corresponding Green-Lagrange strain tensor
Āe is defined as follows.

C̄e = F eTF e (4.8)

Āe =
1

2
(C̄e − I) (4.9)

The thermal expansion of the material is captured by thermal part of deformation gra-
dient, i.e. F th which is purely volumetric deformation. F th for isotropic deformation is
shown below (Equation 4.10) where φ(T ) is temperature dependent scalar function which
takes into account the coefficient of thermal expansion of the material α, and To is the
reference temperature and T is the applied temperature.

F th = φ(T )1/3I (4.10)

φ(T ) = 1 + α(T )[T − To] (4.11)

where

L̃th =
1

3

1

φ

dφ

dT
Ṫ I = D̃th (4.12)
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Since F th takes into account only volumetric deformation, the thermal and plastic
spin tensor is assumed to be zero in case of material isotropy.

W̃ th = W̄ νp = 0 (4.13)

Clausius-Duhem inequality equation

Clausius-Duhem inequality is a method to represent the second law of thermodynamics
which is used in continuum mechanics to check the allowability of constitutive material
behavior. The Clausius-Duhem inequality equation states that specific dissipation at a
material point should be non-negative for arbitrary thermo-mechanical process [1]. The
Clausius-Duhem inequality equation is shown below where the thermal and mechanical
dissipation part is highlighted.

P − ρo(ψ̇ + ηṪ )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mechanical dissipation

− qo
T
· ∇oT︸ ︷︷ ︸

Thermal dissipation

≥ 0 (4.14)

Where P is stress power, ψ is free energy function, η is the entropy, qo is heat flux
area per unit reference area per time. Stress power P in the spatial configuration is given
by

P = τ : d = τ : l (4.15)

writing stress power in intermediate configuration gives

P = (F e)−1τ(F e)−T : C̄e(F e)−1lF e = S̄ : C̄eL̄ (4.16)

Where L̄ = L̄e + L̄ine hence,

P = S̄ : C̄e(L̄e + L̄ine) (4.17)

internal stress energy may be written as

P = S̄ : C̄eL̄e + Ξ : (L̄νp + L̄th) (4.18)

P = S̄ : sym(C̄eL̄e) + Ξ : (L̄νp + L̄th) (4.19)

Where Ξ = C̄eS̄ is a Mandel stress tensor and by further simplification we get

sym(C̄eL̄e) = ˙̄Ae =
1

2
(Ḟ eTF e + Ḟ eF eT ) (4.20)

P = S̄ : ˙̄Ae + Ξ : (L̄νp + L̄th) (4.21)

and ψ free energy function is given as

ψ = ψe(C̄
e, T ) + ψth(T ) (4.22)

The relation between the density of material in reference configuration ρo, mechanical
intermediate configuration ρ̄ , and current configuration ρ is given below.

ρo = Jineρ̄ = Jρ (4.23)
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ψ̇ =
∂ψe
∂C̄e

: ˙̄Ce +
∂ψe
∂T

Ṫ +
∂ψth
∂T

Ṫ (4.24)

Substituting Equation 4.21, 4.23, 4.24 in Equation 4.14, the Clausius-Duhem inequal-
ity equation is given as:

S̄ : ˙̄Ae + Ξ : (D̄νp + D̄th) + ρo(
∂ψe
∂C̄e

: ˙̄Ce +
∂ψe
∂T

Ṫ +
∂ψth
∂T

ηṪ )− Jine
q̄

T
· ∇̄T ≥ 0 (4.25)

Thermo-viscoplastic model (Kinematic hardening)

In the thermo-viscoplastic model, the evolution of viscoplastic deformation D̄νp is given
by Equation 4.26 which depends on the magnitude of viscoplastic strain rate or viscoplas-
tic multiplier (γ̇). N̄ is the flow direction (Equation 4.27). Viscoplastic multiplier is given
by product of Arrhenius thermal function θ(T) and Zener parameter Z(φ, D) (Equation
4.29). Strain rate sensitivity is given by Zener parameter Z(φ, D) (Equation 4.30) which
is a function of overstress φ, and drag stress D. Whereas, the sensitivity of viscoplastic
strain rate on temperature is given by a Arrhenius type thermal function θ(T) (Equation
4.31).

The drag stress is the resisting stress against the movement of dislocation on the slip
plane (dislocation glide). The generated dislocations pile up at grain boundaries/obstacles
resulting in back stress (β). Moreover, to develop further deformation/movement of dislo-
cation, the applied stress needs to overcome the back stress (β) and this leads to hardening
which is defined as kinematic hardening. The evolution of drag stress and back stress is
shown in the Equation 4.32 and 4.36 respectively. The drag stress is related to isotropic
hardening. If only kinematic hardening is considered then drag stress remains constant.
Whereas, if drag stress evolution as well as back stress evolution is considered then it
leads to mixed hardening. Since, only kinematic hardening is considered in the constitu-
tive model hence a constant drag stress is considered.

In evolution equation of drag stress, h(D) and r(D) are the dynamic recovery and
thermal recovery respectively. At the beginning of the deformation there is hardening
due to dislocation generation but as the deformation continues, the part of stored energy
is released with the dislocation annihilation [23] which results in a decrease in the rate
of hardening and this phenomenon is represented in the evolution equation by dynamic
recovery h(D) which is given in the Equation 4.33. The temperature also affects the
hardening. At high temperature, the dislocation density decreases which results in a
reduction of hardening which in-turn decreases the strength. This decrease in hardening
is taken into account in the evolution equation by thermal recovery r(D) which is given
in Equation 4.34.

In the back stress evolution equation, the thermal recovery is controlled by parameter
Rth(T) which is a function of temperature. The thermal recovery function Rth(T) varies
linearly if the temperature (T) is below the critical temperature. However, it changes
quadratically, if the temperature is above the critical temperature which is shown in
Equation 4.37.
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D̄νp =

√
3

2
γ̇N̄ (4.26)

N̄ =

√
3

2

Ξs
dev − β
Ξeq

(4.27)

Where Ξs
dev is the deviatoric part of Mandel stress tensor and Ξeq is given by

Ξeq =

√
3(Ξs

dev − β) : (Ξs
dev − β)

2
(4.28)

γ̇ = θ(T )Z(φ,D) (4.29)

Z(φ,D) = A.sinhn(
φ

D
) (4.30)

Where A>0 and n>0 are temperature dependent material constant and φ (over-stress)
is equal to Ξeq. Arrhenius thermal function θ(T) is give as:

θ(T ) =


exp[−Q

RT
], ifTt ≤ T ≤ Tm

exp[−Q
RT

(ln(Tt
T

) + 1)], ifTc ≤ T ≤ Tm

exp[−Q
RT

(ln(Tt
Tc

) + 1)], if0 ≤ T ≤ Tc

(4.31)

Where Tt is transition temperature, Tm is the melting temperature, Tc is the critical
temperature. Q is the activation energy, and R is the universal gas constant. The
evolution of drag stress is given as:

Ḋ = θ(T ).h(D)[Z(φ,D)− r(D)] (4.32)

Where h(D) and r(D) are given as:

h(D) = hD[
φD

sinh[φD]
]m (4.33)

r(D) = A.sinhn[φD] (4.34)

Where φD is given as:

φD =
(D −Do)

δC
(4.35)

Where hD is the hardening modulus, and m, δ are the material parameters. C is the
power law breakdown strength. Do is the annealed drag strength.

β̇ =
2

3
HD̄νp − γ̇bβ −Rth(T )γ̇νpβ (4.36)

The back stress β depends on the plastic deformation, and its evolution is given above
where H and b are material constant.

Rth =

{
R1T +R2, if0 ≤ T ≤ Tc

R3T
2 +R4T +R4, ifTc ≤ T

(4.37)
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Hardening and visco plastic parameter values
A n D H1 H2 b1 b2 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5

1 18 2 MPa 24 GPa 200 GPa 44.16 2880 0 0 1.32e-3 -0.803 119.2

Table 4.1: Hardening and visco plastic parameter values

The β is taken to be equal to β1 + β2. Therefore, the general form of back stress
evolution equation is shown in Equation 4.38. The hardening and visco plastic parameter
values are given in Table 4.1

β̇i =
2

3
HiD̄

νp − γ̇bβi −Ri
th(T )γ̇νpβi (4.38)

Where R2
th(T ) = 0, and R1

th(T ) is given by Equation 4.37.

4.1.1 Transversely isotropic graphite model

The crystal structure of the graphite and its morphology is playing an important role in
the mechanical and physical properties. The basal plane of graphite crystal formed with
hexagonal rings are connected with strong covalent bonds and the stack of these basal
planes are connected by weak van der Waals forces [1] (Figure 2.2) (Section 2.1).

The graphite is made to grow along basal plane ’a’ in FGI, and the surface of the flake
graphite is parallel to the basal plane ’a’ of graphite’s crystallographic structure (Figure
4.4a, Figure 4.5). In spheroidal graphite iron, the growth of the graphite along basal plane
’a’ is restricted and is made to grow along ’c’ direction forming nodular structure (Figure
4.4c). The growth of graphite along ’c’ direction generates a stack of basal plane. The
surface of the circle/sphere can be split into ’n’ lines/facets, and each straight line/facet
is parallel to the basal plane ’a’ and since the nucleation of the graphite crystal starts
from the outer surface, the basal plane stack grow from the outer surface (Figure 4.6).

This fact is implemented numerically by considering weighted function (υ) which takes
into account the inverse of the distance of the facet from graphite surface and normal of
the facet. The weighting function averages the anisotropy direction (’c’ direction) based
on the distance of the facet from the graphite surface, and the equation is for weighted
function (υ) is shown below (Equation 4.39.

υ =

∑n
i=1 ωini∑n
i=1 ωi

(4.39)

Where,

ωi =
1

dpi
(4.40)

Where ωi and di is the distance from ith facet of the graphite surface. p is the power
which defines the sensitivity to distance and is equal to 2, ni defines the normal at the
facet i.
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The mechanical deformation of the graphite is considered to be purely elastic. Hence,
the deformation gradient F for graphite phase is given as

F = F eF th (4.41)

Where thermal deformation Fth of the graphite is along graphite’s crystallographic
direction i.e ’c’ and ’a’ direction. Fth is given by

F th =

φa 0 0
0 φa 0
0 0 φc

 (4.42)

where φi is the deformation along i ∈ (a,c) which depends on the coefficient of thermal
expansion αi

◦C−1 (αa = 0.1e−6, αc = 25e−6) and applied temperature T. To is the
reference temperature.

φi = αi(T − To) (4.43)

Figure 4.4: Graphite crystallographic representation of a) Flake graphite b) Com-
pacted/vermicular graphite c) Spheroidal graphite [5].

Figure 4.5: Bright field TEM image of a graphite flake showing successive segments of
different orientations along the length of the flake. [24].

4.2 Elastic properties of phases of CGI

The CGI consists of graphite and pearlite phase. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s
ratio of the pearlite and transversely isotropic graphite is shown in Table 4.2 and Table
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Figure 4.6: Optical micrograph (polarized light) of a graphite spheroid in cast iron show-
ing sectors [25].

(a) (b)

Figure 4.7: The anisotropy direction of the interface and interior points based on weight
function (υ) a) sliced 2D image of b) 3D graphite [22].

4.3 respectively. The plane 1-2 is the basal plane along ’a’ direction and 3 is in direction
perpendicular to the ’a’ direction which is along ’c’ direction (Figure 2.2).

Elastic constants of transversely isotropic graphite
E11 = E22

(GPa)
E33 (GPa) G23 = G31 (GPa) ν12 ν23 = ν31

1020.4 36.364 0.280 0.163 0.012

Table 4.2: Elastic constants of transversely isotropic graphite where 1-2 plane is the basal
plane along ’a’ direction and 3 is the perpendicular to ’a’ axis which is along ’c’ axis. [12]

In the analysis of CGI under uni-axial tensile test, isotropic graphite model is assumed
for better understanding of the results. Therefore, the considered elastic properties of
isotropic graphite is shown in the Table 4.4. In case-1 Young’s modulus along the basal
plane (a-direction) and in case-2 Young’s modulus along ’c’ direction of transversely
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Elastic constants of pearlite
E (GPa) ν
207 0.29

Table 4.3: Elastic constants of pearlite [1].

Elastic constants of isotropic graphite
No E (GPa) ν
1 1020.4 0.163
2 528.382 0.0875
3 36.364 0.012

Table 4.4: Elastic constants of isotropic graphite. In case-1 Young’s modulus along the
basal plane (a-direction) and in case-3 Young’s modulus along ’c’ direction of transversely
isotropic graphite is considered. Whereas, in case-2 the average of E11 and E33 of trans-
versely isotropic graphite is considered [1]

isotropic graphite is considered. Whereas, in case-3 the average of E11 and E33 of trans-
versely isotropic graphite is considered.

4.3 Boundary condition for uni-axial tensile test

The boundary condition used for the uni-axial tensile test for RVE of size 100 x 100 x
100 µm3 is shown in the Figure 4.8. The face at x = 0 is constrained in x-direction and
face at x = L (L=100 µm) is subjected to displacement in x-direction. To constrain the
translation motion of RVE in y and z direction node N(0,0,0) is constrained in y and z
direction. Furthermore, to restrict the rotation of the RVE along x, y and z directions,
node N(0,100,0) is constrained in z direction.

The RVE is subjected to strain upto 10 % and macroscopic Piola Kirchoff (PM) stress
is given as follows

PM =
1

Vo

Np∑
i=1

~fp ~xop (4.44)

where ~fp are the resulting reaction forces at nodes constrained in the boundary con-
dition. Vo is the volume of the RVE in the reference configuration and ~xop is the initial
position of the constrained nodes at reference configuration.

Weighted average graphite stress (Gw) is given by

Gw =
1

Vg

Ng∑
i=1

σvVe (4.45)

where σv is the equivalent Von Mises stress of the graphite element, Ve is the volume
of the element, Vg is the total volume of the graphite and Ng is the number of graphite
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elements.

Figure 4.8: RVE of size 100 x 100 x 100 (µ m) representing boundary condition. Face at x
= 0 is constrained in x-direction whereas face at x = L, the displacement in x-direction is
applied. To constrain the translation motion of RVE in y and z direction, node N(0,0,0)
is constrained in y and z direction. Node at (0,100,0) is constrained in z direction to
restrict rotational motion.

4.4 Conclusion

The chapter discussed in detail the constitutive model of the pearlite, the material model
of the graphite, boundary condition for uni-axial tensile test and other definition such as
macroscopic Piola Kirchoff stress and weighted average graphite stress.

The pearlite in CGI show creep and stress relaxation phenomena at a temperature be-
tween 350◦ C and 550◦ C. Hence, the time and temperature dependent thermo-viscoplastic
model is introduced by J.C.Pina. The model considers isotropic hardening. The exist-
ing model is updated with kinematic hardening by A. Mohammadpour , which takes
Bauschinger effect into account.

In the constitutive model of pearlite, the kinematics, Clausius-Duhem inequality equa-
tion, and thermo-viscoplastic model is explained. In the thermo-viscoplastic model, the
evolution of viscoplastic deformation D̄νp is interpreted. The magnitude of the viscoplas-
tic deformation D̄νp depends on viscoplastic strain rate or viscoplastic multiplier. The
dependence of viscoplastic multiplier on temperature and strain rate is given by Arrhe-
nius thermal function θ(T ) and Zener parameter Z(φ, D) respectively. Moreover, the
evolution of drag stress and back stress is explained in which the drag stress is related to
isotropic hardening and back stress with kinematic hardening. Since kinematic hardening
is considered in the model, hence drag stress is taken to be a constant. Furthermore, the
pearlite shows a significant decrease in strength beyond 350◦ C. This disproportionate
effect of temperature is controlled by the Arrhenius thermal function and thermal recov-
ery function in the back stress evolution equation.

As mentioned in section 2.1, the growth of graphite crystal is different for FGI, CGI,
and SGI. However, the segments of the surface of graphite is parallel to the basal plane of
the graphite crystal structure. Moreover, as the nucleation of the graphite is from outer
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surface. The growth of the graphite crystal structure from outer surface forms a stack
of basal plane. This fact is implemented numerically by using weight function which
takes the distance from graphite surface into account. Moreover, the weighting function
averages the anisotropy direction (’c’ direction) based on the distance from the graphite
surface.

In the model, for graphite, the mechanical deformation is considered to be purely
elastic. Moreover, the thermal deformation is along graphite’s crystallographic direction,
i.e. ’c’ and ’a’ direction. Furthermore, the bond between the graphite/pearlite interface
is perfect. The elastic constants of transversely isotropic graphite, pearlite, and assumed
properties of isotropic graphite model are mentioned (Table 4.2, 4.3, 4.4).

At last, the boundary condition for the uni-axial tensile test is represented and the
equations for macroscopic Piola Kirchoff stress for uni-axial tensile test and weighted
average graphite stress are mentioned. In the following chapter 5, the characterization of
graphite morphology is discussed. The effect of characterization parameters of graphite
morphology on uni-axial tensile test is discussed in chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Characterization of Graphite
morphology and RVE selection

The importance of graphite morphology in physical and mechanical properties of the cast
iron material is discussed in section 1.1. As the goal is to study the effect of graphite
morphology, therefore the parameters used to characterize/quantify the graphite mor-
phology are discussed in this chapter. Later, the criteria used for the selection of RVE
having a size of 100 x 100 x 100 µm3 and the characterization parameters of graphite
morphology of selected RVEs are discussed. In chapter 6, the selected RVEs subjected to
uni-axial tensile test at different temperatures are analyzed to study the effect of graphite
morphology on average and maximum stress.

5.1 Characterization of graphite morphology

The graphite of CGI has worm/coral-like structure spanning up to several hundred mi-
crons in the matrix. The aim in characterizing the graphite morphology is to quantify
the coral-like structure of the CGI graphite. The parameters used to characterize the
graphite morphology are volume, surface area, the mean distance from the centroid to
surface, standard deviation of distance from the centroid to surface, equivalent surface
area of the sphere having the same volume as of the graphite particle, the weighted vol-
ume average of graphite particles in RVE and Feret diameter. The methodology used to
determine these parameters are explained in Appendix A. The mean distance from the
centroid to graphite surface, and Standard deviation of distance from the centroid to sur-
face is used to describe the spreadability of graphite particle. The results of the standard
deviation of distance from the centroid to surface on graphite particles show that it does
not give a clear idea of graphite morphology in all the cases. The details are given in
Appendix B. The above parameters are used to describe the graphite morphology using
the following definitions.

5.1.1 Spreadability (S)

Spreadability (S) (Equation 5.1) is defined as the ratio of the surface area of the graphite
particle (Sag) to the equivalent surface area of the sphere having the same volume as of
the graphite particle (Sasg). For a given volume, the sphere has a minimum surface area,
and hence spreadability is equal to one for spherical graphite. Therefore, the spreadability
gives an idea of compactness of the graphite particle. Higher is the spreadability, less
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compact is the graphite and has more coral-like morphology. An example of spreadability
of graphite particles of RVE-1 (Figure 5.1) and RVE-2 (Figure 5.2) is shown in Table 5.1
and Table 5.2 respectively. The graphite particle A and B highlighted in RVE-1 and
RVE-2 respectively have different spreadability (highlighted in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2
with blue). Since, the particle B in RVE-2 is more spread than in particle A in RVE-1,
the Spreadability (S) of the graphite particle B in RVE-2 is higher than particle A in
RVE-1.

S =
Sag
Sasg

(5.1)

Spreadability of the RVE is defined by the weighted average spreadability (Swa) (Equa-
tion 5.2).

Swa =
n∑
i=1

ViSi
VT

(5.2)

Where Vi is the volume of graphite particle, n is the number of graphite particles
present in the RVE, Si is the spreadability of the graphite particle, VT is the total volume
of graphite fraction of the RVE.

5.1.2 Connectivity (K) of RVE

The weighted average of the volume of graphite (Vwa) particles of the RVE defines the
connectivity of the graphite particles of the RVE. The weighted average of the volume
of graphite particles of RVE (Vwa) is shown in Equation 5.3 where Vi is the volume of
graphite particle, VT is the total volume of graphite fraction of the RVE and Pi is the
probability of graphite particles. Higher the weighted average of the volume of graphite
particles of the RVE (Vwa), higher is the connectivity of graphite particles of the RVE.
The connectivity K (dimensionless) of graphite particles of the RVE is described by the
ratio of Vwa to the VT (Equation 5.5).

Vwa =
n∑
i=1

ViPi (5.3)

where

Pi =
Vi
VT

(5.4)

K =
Vwa
VT

(5.5)

An example of RVE-1 (14.05% graphite fraction) and RVE-2 (14.79% graphite frac-
tion) is shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 which has 9 and 3 number of graphite particles
respectively. The graphite particles of RVE-2 are highly connected than RVE-1 and hence,
Connectivity (K) of RVE-1 and RVE-2 is 0.276 and 0.9764 respectively.
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5.1.3 Surface Area to Volume ratio

The ratio surface area to volume of graphite particle is more generally used to describe the
geometry. The ratio describes the density of the surface area of the graphite particles.
Surface area to Volume ratio of graphite particles of RVE-1 (Figure 5.1) and RVE-2
(Figure 5.2) is shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 respectively.

5.1.4 Aspect ratio

The aspect ratio of geometry is the ratio of its sizes measured at two different directions.
Feret diameter describes the span of geometry in a particular direction. Feret diameter
is used to define the aspect ratio. Hence, the definition of aspect ratio is the ratio of
maximum Feret diameter to minimum Feret diameter. The consideration of measurement
of Feret diameter is in x, y, and z-direction. The Feret diameter and aspect ratio of
graphite particles of RVE-1 (Figure 5.1) and RVE-2 (Figure 5.2) is shown in Table 5.1
and Table 5.2 respectively.

Figure 5.1: RVE-1 with 14.5% graphite fraction showing isosurface of nine graphite par-
ticles. The spreadability value of less spread graphite particle A is shown in Table 5.1.

5.2 RVE selection

5.2.1 Graphite fraction vs Young’s modulus

The obtained RVEs of size 100 x 100 x 100 µm3 from a different region of CT-scan data
of CGI material are subjected to study on the properties such as graphite volume fraction
and Young’s modulus. The Table 4.2 (chapter 4) shows the properties of transversely
isotropic graphite and pearlite.

The Table 5.3 shows Young’s modulus of RVEs having different graphite fraction. Due
to the presence of voids in the graphite, a 70% reduction factor is implemented to the
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No Volume
(µm3)

Feret di-
ameter
in three
directions
(x,y,z)

Aspect ratio
(maximum
Feret di-
ameter to
minimum
Feret diame-
ter)

Surface
area/Volume
(µm−1)

Spreadability (surface
area of the graphite
particle / equivalent
surface area of the
sphere having same
volume as of the
graphite particle.)

1 54887 66, 47, 34 1.941 0.155 1.21
2 40568 67, 48, 52 1.395 0.209 1.48
3 22435 42, 47, 62 1.476 0.282 1.64
4 7415 18, 24, 49 2.722 0.359 1.44
5 6850 24, 21, 36 1.714 0.331 1.30
6 3868 15, 38, 28 2.533 0.488 1.58
7 2494 14, 13, 35 2.692 0.526 1.47
8 1339 10, 20, 15 2 0.490 1.11
9 655 6, 21, 13 3.5 0.693 1.24

Table 5.1: The table shows the values of Volume, Feret diameter, Aspect ratio, Surface
area to volume ratio, Spreadability (S) of graphite particles of RVE-1. The spreadability
value of nearly spherical graphite particle A of RVE-1 (Figure 5.1) is highlighted in blue
in the table.

No Volume
(µm3)

Feret diam-
eter in three
directions
(x,y,z)

Aspect ratio
(maximum
feret diameter
to minimum
feret diame-
ter)

Surface
area/Volume
(µm−1)

Spreadability (surface
area of the graphite
particle / equivalent
surface area of the
sphere having same
volume as of the
graphite particle.)

1 146160 100, 100, 100 1 0.243 2.654
2 1080 7, 19, 17 2.428 0.547 1.163
3 680 42, 47, 62 1.454 0.617 1.125

Table 5.2: The table shows the values of Volume, Feret diameter, Aspect ratio, Surface
area to Volume ratio, Spreadability (S) of graphite particles of RVE-2. The spreadability
value of highly spread graphite particle B of RVE-2 (Figure 5.2) is highlighted in blue in
the table.
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Figure 5.2: RVE-2 with 14.79% graphite fraction showing isosurface of three graphite
particles. The spreadability value of highly spread graphite particle B is highlighted in
the Table 5.2.

Graphite frac-
tion

7.05 % 7.68 % 9.69% 11.25% 16.93% 17.5%

Young’s
modulus(Exx-
Gpa)

199.11 185.88 153.044 169.75 129.6642 126.54

Table 5.3: The table shows Young’s modulus of the RVEs having Graphite fraction from
7.05% to 17.5% whose value ranges from 199.11GPa to 126.54GPa respectively.

transversely isotropic graphite elastic properties (E). The Young’s modulus of RVE in-
creases with inclusion fraction if the stiffness of the inclusion is higher than the matrix.
Hence here, due to transversely isotropic graphite and reduction factor, Young’s modulus
of RVEs are lesser than the pearlite (E=207GPa). Moreover, with the increase in the
volume fraction of graphite Young’s modulus of RVE is decreasing (Figure 5.3). If the
graphite is getting loaded in its weak bond, i.e., ’c’ direction (Figure 2.2) along which
Young’s modulus is 36.364 GPa then it is expected to decrease Young’s modulus of RVE
with the increase in graphite volume fraction (Figure 5.3).

5.2.2 Graphite fraction of RVE

The selected RVEs of size 100x100x100 µm3 show a long range of variation in the graphite
fraction and Young’s modulus. Therefore, the selection of the RVE is restricted to a range
of graphite fraction based on the graphite fraction value of RVE of larger size on which
Young’s modulus is expected to converge. The graphite fraction of following larger size
RVE shown in Figure 5.4 is 14.128%. Hence, RVE with a range of 14% to 15.5% graphite
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Figure 5.3: The figure shows the plot of graphite fraction vs. Young’s modulus
(Exx(Gpa)). The Young’s modulus is decreasing with increase in the graphite fraction
except for the point at 11.25% graphite fraction. As the graphite is loaded along its weak
’c’ direction, Young’s modulus is decreasing with increase in the graphite fraction.

fraction is selected

5.2.3 Isotropic RVE

The selected RVEs having a graphite fraction from 14% to 15.5% shows different Young’s
modulus value in a different direction. The deviation of Young’s modulus in X, Y, and
Z-direction needs to be less to study the effect of graphite morphology on average stress
response in the non-linear regime under uni-axial tensile test. Hence, the goal is to obtain
RVE having isotropic behavior in the elastic regime. The following Table 5.4 shows the
list of RVE having graphite fraction in the range of 14% to 15.5% and their respective
Young’s modulus in X, Y, and Z direction. The standard deviation from mean value rep-
resents the degree of anisotropy of RVE in the elastic regime. The RVE having standard
deviation up to 5 GPa is considered as isotropic. Therefore RVE A, B, C, D, and E are
selected for the analysis.

Moreover, the selected RVEs should have the same Young’s modulus to study the effect
of graphite morphology in the non-linear regime. Therefore, the RVEs are subjected to
uni-axial tensile test along the direction in which Young’s modulus is the same. The
direction along which RVE A, B, C, D, and E is subjected to uni-axial tensile test is
highlighted in Table 5.4. The discretized geometry of RVE-A, B, C, D, and E is shown
in Appendix C.2.
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Figure 5.4: The figure shows RVE of size 271.50 x 249.90 x 824.60 having a graphite
fraction of 14.128%. As the selected RVEs of size, 100 x 100 x 100 µm3 show a high
range of variation in the graphite fraction and Young’s modulus. Hence, a graphite
fraction of large size RVE is considered on which Young’s modulus and graphite fraction
are expected to converge. As the above large size RVE has a graphite fraction of 14.128%,
therefore RVEs with graphite fraction ranging from 14% to 15.5% is considered.

5.2.4 Characterization values of selected RVEs

The isosurface of the RVE A, B, C, D and E are shown in the Figure 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8,
5.9 respectively. The volume of graphite particles and their respective Feret diameter,
aspect ratio, surface area to volume ratio, Spreadability (S) of RVE A, B, C, D, and E
is shown in the Table 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 respectively. Whereas, the Weighted average
spreadability (Swa) and Connectivity (K) of RVE A, B, C, D, and E is shown in Table 5.5.

The RVEs A, B, C are having high Connectivity (K) where major portion of graphite
fraction is accumulated in a single graphite particle which can be observed in Figure 5.10a,
5.11a, 5.12a, respectively. RVE-A and RVE-B have three graphite particles, and RVE-C
has 6 graphite particles. Even though RVE-C has 6 graphite particles, it has higher con-
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RVE Graphite
fraction

Exx(GPa) Eyy(GPa) Ezz(GPa) mean(GPa) Standard
devia-
tion(GPa)

A 14.79% 169.92 161.45 162.68 164.68 4.57
B 15.36% 167.36 169.71 165.66 167.57 2.03
C 14.69% 164.65 169.79 163.9 166.11 3.20
D 14.55% 170.36 173.61 168.54 170.83 2.56
E 14.05% 176.28 173.01 167.17 172.15 4.61
F 14.17% 174.14 177.196 162.68 171.33 7.65
G 14.28% 170.14 174.38 162.45 168.99 6.047
H 14.36% 175.28 161.45 163.12 166.61 7.54
I 15.09% 160.89 174.92 161.66 165.82 7.88

Table 5.4: The table shows the values of Graphite fraction, Young’s modulus, the mean
and standard deviation of different RVEs. The deviation of Young’s modulus in X, Y and
Z direction needs to be less to study the effect of graphite morphology in non-linear regime
hence, standard deviation of Young’s modulus up to 5 GPa is considered as isotropic and
therefore RVE-A, RVE-B, RVE-C, RVE-D, and RVE-E is selected for the analysis to
study the effect of graphite morphology. Apart from being isotropic, the selected RVEs
needs to have the same Young’s modulus in the linear regime. Therefore, RVE A, B, C,
D, and E is loaded in the direction along which Young’s modulus is the same which is
highlighted in the table.

nectivity than RVE-B. It is due to the fact where the major number of graphite particles
in RVE-C have very low volume. Whereas, in RVE D and E the graphite fraction is
distributed among the number of particles (RVE D-Figure 5.13a, RVE E-Figure5.14a)
therefore, RVE D and E are having low connectivity (K) which is 0.1902 and 0.2766
respectively. Consequently, Connectivity (K) depends on the accumulation of volume of
graphite fraction in graphite particle. Higher the accumulation of volume of graphite
fraction in graphite particle higher is the connectivity. More distributed is the graphite
fraction among graphite particles lesser is the connectivity of RVE.

The highest weighted average spreadability is found in RVE-C (2.8217), and sub-
sequent weighted average spreadability in decreasing order is RVE-A (2.637), RVE-B
(2.216), RVE-D (1.681) and RVE-E (1.393).

In the selected RVEs there is a relationship but not a direct relationship between Con-
nectivity (K) and Weighted average spreadability (Swa) of RVEs. When RVEs A, B, and
C are compared in terms of connectivity and weighted average spreadability with RVE
D and E, it is observed that relatively higher connectivity RVEs have a higher weighted
average spreadability. RVEs A (K-0.9764), B (K-0.8919) and C (K-0.9595) having con-
nectivity higher than RVE D (K-0.1902) and E (K-0.2766) correspondingly have higher
weighted average spreadability for RVE A (Swa-2.6370), B (Swa-2.216), C (Swa-2.8217))
than RVE D (Swa-1.6814) and E (Swa-1.393). It is because of the fact when higher connec-
tivity graphite is present in RVE then coral-like structure present in CGI leads in giving
higher weighted average spreadability. However, there is no direct relationship between
connectivity and weighted average spreadability since RVE-A (0.9764) having highest
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Weighted average spreadability (Swa) and Connectivity (K)
RVE-A RVE-B RVE-C RVE-D RVE-E

Swa 2.6370 2.216 2.8217 1.681 1.393
K 0.9764 0.8919 0.9595 0.1902 0.2766

Table 5.5: The table shows the values of Weighted average spreadability (Swa) and Con-
nectivity (K) of RVE-A, RVE-B, RVE-C, RVE-D, and RVE-E. The RVE-A, RVE-B,
RVE-C having connectivity relatively higher than RVE-D and RVE-E correspondingly
have higher weighted average spreadability for RVE-A, RVE-B, RVE-C than RVE-D and
RVE-E.

connectivity does not posses the highest weighted average spreadability (Swa-2.637).

The Figures 5.15a and 5.15b show the comparison of spreadability and volume of
graphite particles of RVE A, B, C, D, and E respectively. It is observed that the higher
volume graphite particles are showing higher spreadability. It represents the presence of
highly spread graphite in CGI.

The Figure 5.16 shows the plot of aspect ratio vs. the number of graphite particle
for the graphite particles present in RVEs A, B, C, D, and E. The curve fitting the data
shows that the major number of graphite particles lies in the range 1 to 2.8 (aspect ratio).
Higher aspect ratio observed in plot are from particles which are having very low volume
which is highlighted in Table 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10.
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Figure 5.5: The figure shows the isosurface of RVE-A representing three graphite particles.
The weighted average spreadability and connectivity (K) of RVE-A is 2.637 and 0.9764
respectively. RVE-A is subjected to uni-axial tensile test along X-direction (Table 5.4).

No Volume
(µm3)

Feret diam-
eter (µm)
in three
directions
(x,y,z)

Aspect ratio
(maximum
Feret di-
ameter to
minimum
Feret diame-
ter)

Surface
area/Volume
(µm−1)

Spreadability
(surface area
of the graphite
particle / equiv-
alent surface
area of the
sphere having
same volume as
of the graphite
particle.)

1 146160 100, 100, 100 1 0.243 2.654
2 1080 7, 19, 17 2.428 0.547 1.163
3 680 42, 47, 62 1.454 0.617 1.125

Table 5.6: The table shows the value of Volume (µm3), Feret diameter (µm), Aspect
ratio, Surface area to volume ratio and Spreadability of graphite particles of RVE-A.
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Figure 5.6: The figure shows the isosurface of RVE-B representing three graphite particles.
The weighted average spreadability and connectivity (K) of RVE-B is 2.216 and 0.8919
respectively. The RVE-B is subjected to uni-axial tensile test along Y-direction (Table
5.4).

No Volume
(µm3)

Feret diam-
eter (µm)
in three
directions
(x,y,z)

Aspect ratio
(maximum
feret diameter
to minimum
feret diame-
ter)

Surface
area/Volume
(µm−1)

Spreadability (surface
area of the graphite
particle / equivalent
surface area of the
sphere having same
volume as of the
graphite particle.)

1 144825 89, 100, 100 1.123 0.209 2.27
2 8786 7, 19, 17 1.947 0.292 1.246
3 23 7, 1, 4 7 1.826 1.074

Table 5.7: The table shows Volume (µm3), Feret diameter (µm), Aspect ratio, Surface
area to volume ratio and Spreadability of graphite particles of RVE-B. The low volume
graphite particle having a high aspect ratio is highlighted in grey color in the table.
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Figure 5.7: The figure shows the isosurface of RVE-C representing graphite particles.
The weighted average spreadability and connectivity (K) of RVE-C is 2.8217 and 0.9595
respectively. The RVE is subjected to uni-axial tensile test along Y-direction (Table 5.4).

No Volume
(µm3)

Feret di-
ameter
(µm) in
three di-
rections
(x,y,z)

Aspect ratio
(maximum
feret diameter
to minimum
feret diame-
ter)

Surface
area/Volume
(µm−1)

Spreadability
(surface area
of the graphite
particle / equiv-
alent surface
area of the
sphere having
same volume as
of the graphite
particle.)

1 143946 83, 100,
100

1.20 0.262 2.857

2 1416 10, 23, 12 2.3 0.494 1.148
3 694 6, 18, 13 3 0.599 1.097
4 685 16, 6, 12 2.67 0.608 1.109
5 137 3, 10, 14 4.67 0.985 1.050
6 84 9, 2, 8 4.5 1.107 1.002

Table 5.8: The table shows Volume (µm3), Feret diameter (µm), Aspect ratio, Surface
area to volume ratio and Spreadability of graphite particles of RVE-C. The low volume
graphite particle having a high aspect ratio is highlighted in grey color in the table.
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Figure 5.8: The figure shows the isosurface of RVE-D representing graphite particles, and
the weighted average spreadability and connectivity (K) of RVE-D is 1.6814 and 0.1902
respectively. The RVE-D is subjected to uni-axial tensile test along Z-direction (Table
5.4).

No Volume
(µm3)

Feret di-
ameter
(µm) in
three di-
rections
(x,y,z)

Aspect ratio
(maximum
feret diameter
to minimum
feret diame-
ter)

Surface
area/Volume
(µm−1)

Spreadability
(surface area
of the graphite
particle / equiv-
alent surface
area of the
sphere having
same volume as
of the graphite
particle.)

1 34881 76, 72, 57 1.33 0.253 1.709
2 31677 61, 76, 46 1.65 0.303 1.98
3 30192 43, 43, 51 1.18 0.240 1.548
4 25520 59, 49, 51 1.20 0.289 1.76
5 14761 43, 38, 19 2.263 0.262 1.33
6 4129 23, 26, 19 1.368 0.388 1.28
7 2607 30, 14, 20 2.142 0.460 1.31
8 1444 16, 15, 17 1.133 0.498 1.165
9 292 14, 3, 14 4.67 0.910 1.25

Table 5.9: The table shows the value of Volume (µm3), Feret diameter (µm), Aspect
ratio, Surface area to volume ratio and Spreadability of graphite particles of RVE-D. The
low volume graphite particle having a high aspect ratio is highlighted in grey color in the
table.
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Figure 5.9: The figure shows the isosurface of RVE-D representing graphite particles,
and the weighted average spreadability and connectivity (K) of the RVE-E is 1.393 and
0.2678 respectively. The RVE-E is subjected to uni-axial tensile test along Z-direction
(Table 5.4).

No Volume
(µm3)

Feret di-
ameter
(µm) in
three di-
rections
(x,y,z)

Aspect ratio
(maximum
feret diameter
to minimum
feret diame-
ter)

Surface
area/Volume
(µm−1)

Spreadability
(surface area
of the graphite
particle / equiv-
alent surface
area of the
sphere having
same volume as
of the graphite
particle.)

1 54887 66, 47, 34 1.941 0.155 1.21
2 40568 67, 48, 52 1.395 0.209 1.48
3 22435 42, 47, 62 1.476 0.282 1.64
4 7415 18, 24, 49 2.722 0.359 1.44
5 6850 24, 21, 36 1.714 0.331 1.30
6 3868 15, 38, 28 2.533 0.488 1.58
7 2494 14, 13, 35 2.692 0.526 1.47
8 1339 10, 20, 15 2 0.490 1.11
9 655 6, 21, 13 3.5 0.693 1.24

Table 5.10: The table shows the values of Volume (µm3), Feret diameter (µm), Aspect
ratio, Surface area to volume ratio and Spreadability of graphite particles of RVE-E. The
low volume graphite particle having a high aspect ratio is highlighted in grey color in the
table.
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(a) RVE-A (b) RVE-A

Figure 5.10: The volume of graphite particles and their respective spreadability for RVE-
A is shown in the Figure a) and b) respectively. The major fraction of graphite is
accumulated in particle number 1 hence, the connectivity (K) of RVE-A is highest (K =
0.9764).

(a) RVE-B (b) RVE-B

Figure 5.11: The volume of graphite particles and their respective spreadability for RVE-
B is shown in the Figure a) and b) respectively. Even though major fraction of graphite
is accumulated in particle number 1, the graphite particle 2 has volume slightly higher
than RVE-A hence, the connectivity (K) of RVE-B (K = 0.8919) is lesser than RVE-A
(K = 0.9764).

(a) RVE-C (b) RVE-C

Figure 5.12: The volume of graphite particles and their respective spreadability for RVE-
C is shown in the Figure a) and b) respectively. Even though RVE-C has 6 graphite
particles, the major portion of graphite fraction is accumulated in particle number 1,
hence the connectivity (K) for RVE-C is higher (K = 0.9595).
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(a) RVE-D (b) RVE-D

Figure 5.13: The volume of the graphite particles and their respective spreadability for
RVE-D is shown in the Figure a) and b) respectively. The graphite fraction is distributed
among 9 graphite particles where major portion is accumulated by five particles. There-
fore, connectivity (K) of RVE-D is lowest among RVEs (K = 0.1902).

(a) RVE-E (b) RVE-E

Figure 5.14: The volume of the graphite particles and their respective spreadability for
RVE-E is shown in the Figure a) and b) respectively. The graphite fraction is distributed
among 9 graphite particles where major portion is accumulated by 3 particles. Therefore,
connectivity (K) of RVE-E is higher than RVE-D (K = 0.2678).

(a) Volume((µm3)) (b) Spreadability (S)

Figure 5.15: The comparison of Volume and Spreadability of graphite particles for RVE
A, B, C, D and E is shown in Figure a) and b) respectively. The comparison shows
that high volume graphite particles have high spreadability (S) which can be observed
for particle number 1 of RVE A, B and C. Whereas, the distribution of volume among
graphite particles is more in case of RVE-D and RVE-E.
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Figure 5.16: Number of graphite particles vs aspect ratio of graphite particles of RVE A,
B, C, D and E is shown in figure. The major portion of graphite particles lies between
1 to 2.8 whereas, high aspect ratios are found in low volume graphite particles which is
highlighted in Table 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10.

5.3 Conclusion

The chapter discussed the parameters used to define the morphology of graphite parti-
cles. The standard deviation of distance from the centroid to surface used to define the
spreadability of the graphite particle did not give the clear idea of graphite morphology
and cannot be used to define the morphology in all the cases.

The parameters Surface area, Volume, Feret diameter, Equivalent surface area of the
sphere having the same volume as of the graphite particle and Weighted volume aver-
age of graphite particles in RVE are used to characterize the graphite morphology. The
above parameters were used to define the graphite morphology using definitions Spread-
ability, Connectivity, Surface area to volume ratio and Aspect ratio. Coral-like structure
of graphite particles and connectivity of graphite particles present in RVE is defined by
Spreadability (S) and Connectivity (K) respectively. Whereas, Surface area to volume
ratio is used to define the surface density of graphite particles.

Later, the criteria used to select the RVEs of size 100 x 100 x 100 µm3 is discussed. As
the selected RVEs of size 100 x 100 x 100 µm3 show long-range variation in the graphite
fraction and Young’s modulus, hence the selection is restricted to the RVE having range
of graphite fraction (14% to 15.5%). The range is based on the graphite fraction value of
RVE of larger size (14.128%) on which Young’s modulus is expected to converge (Section
5.2.2). Moreover, RVEs which are isotropic in the elastic regime are considered to study
the effect of graphite morphology in the non-linear regime (Section 5.2.3).

The definitions used to characterize the graphite morphology are explained in detail
and quantities are given for the selected RVEs (A, B, C, D, and E). The RVE A, B,
and C have less distribution of graphite fraction among graphite particles, and RVE
D and E have more distribution of graphite fraction among particles. In the selected
RVEs there is a relationship but not a direct relationship between Connectivity (K) and
Weighted average spreadability (Swa) of RVEs. When RVEs A, B, C are compared in
terms of connectivity and weighted average spreadability with RVE D and E, it is observed
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that relatively higher connectivity RVEs (RVE-A, RVE-B, RVE-C) have higher weighted
average spreadability (Swa). The aspect ratio of a significant number of graphite particles
present in RVE A, B, C, D, and E lie between 1 to 2.8 whereas high aspect ratios are
observed in very low volume graphite particles. The effect of Connectivity (K) and the
Weighted average of spreadability (Swa) of the RVE on uni-axial tensile test at different
temperatures is discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6

Results and discussion

The chapter discusses the results of the analysis of the RVEs (A, B, C, D, and E) sub-
jected to uni-axial tensile test at 0◦C (reference temperature) , 100◦C, 200◦C, 300◦C, and
400◦C temperature. The effect of graphite morphology on the average stress, maximum
average stress (the maximum value of the average stress obtained in the range of 0 - 10%
macroscopic strain applied in the uni-axial tensile test) under the uni-axial tensile test is
discussed. Subsequently, RVEs subjected to uni-axial tensile test using isotropic graphite
model are studied to compare the results of the transversely isotropic graphite model.

6.1 Effect of graphite morphology on uni-axial ten-

sile test response using transeveresely isotropic

graphite model

The effect of graphite morphology, i.e. Weighted average spreadability (Swa) and Con-
nectivity (K) on the uni-axial tensile test response at different temperatures are discussed
in this section. The selected RVEs A, B, C, D, and E are subjected to uni-axial tensile
test with macroscopic strain up to 10%. The boundary condition of the RVEs for the
uni-axial tensile test is shown in section 4.3. The stress-strain response of uni-axial ten-
sile test of RVEs A, B, C, D, and E at reference temperature (0◦C) is shown in Figure
6.1, where their respective graphite fraction (GF), Weighted average spreadability (Swa),
Connectivity (K) and Young’s modulus (E) are mentioned in Table 6.1.

The average stress response in the non-linear regime of RVE-A, B, and D is similar,
but Weighted average spreadability (Swa) and Connectivity (K) of RVE-A and RVE-B are
different from RVE-D. The Weighted average spreadability (Swa) and Connectivity (K)
of RVE-D is significantly lower than RVE-A and RVE-B (Table 6.1). Whereas, RVE-C
having highest weighted average spreadability (Swa - 2.821) shows lowest average stress
response. Moreover, RVE-E having lowest Swa lies in between RVE-A, B, D, and RVE-C.
Hence, there is no influence of weighted average spreadability (Swa) on average stress
response.

Moreover, there is neither any influence of Connectivity (K) on the average stress re-
sponse. The average stress response of RVE-A, RVE-B, and RVE-D is similar, whereas the
Connectivity (K) of RVE-D is significantly smaller than RVE-A and RVE-B. Therefore,
there is no relation between graphite morphology characterization parameters (Weighted
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average spreadability (Swa), Connectivity (K)) and average stress-strain response under
uni-axial tensile test at reference temperature (0◦ C) for transversely isotropic graphite
model.

The strength of the RVE-C is lesser than the rest of the RVEs. Graphite fraction can
influence the strength of the RVE. However, the graphite fraction of RVE-C (14.69%) is
not the lowest of all the RVEs. Therefore, RVEs are subjected to uni-axial tensile test
using the isotropic graphite model to study the reason for low stress-strain response of
RVE-C, which is discussed in the section 6.2.

The effect of graphite morphology at temperatures 100◦C, 200◦C, 300◦C, and 400◦C is
similar to the reference temperature (0◦ C). The relative position of stress-strain response
for RVE A, B, C, D and E for 100◦C, 200◦C, 300◦C and 400◦C temperature remained
same as that of reference temperature (0◦ C), which can be seen in Appendix D (Figure
D.1, Figure D.2, Figure D.3, Figure D.4, for 100◦C, 200◦C, 300◦C, and 400◦C respec-
tively) .

The effect of temperature on the strength of the RVE-A is shown in Figure 6.2. There
is a decrease in strength with increase in temperature. Since the yield stress of pearlite
depends on the temperature, and it decreases with increase in temperature. Furthermore,
the hardening of the pearlite is reduced with an increase in temperature. When the tem-
perature increases from 0◦ C to 300 ◦ C, there is marginal decrease in strength, whereas
from temperature 300 ◦ C to 400 ◦ C there is a significant decrease in strength. Similar
effect is observed in the experimental tests [1], which are implemented in the constitutive
model of pearlite via Arrhenius thermal function (Equation 4.31) and thermal recovery
function (Equation 4.37) in back stress evolution equation (Equation 4.36). In the back
stress evolution equation, the thermal recovery changes quadratically when the temper-
ature is above the critical temperature. Since the critical temperature of the pearlite
is 350◦ C, there is a significant decrease in hardening with the change in temperature
beyond 350◦ C.

The effect of temperature observed in RVE-B, C, D, and E is similar to that of
RVE-A, which is shown in Appendix D (Figure D.5, Figure D.6, Figure D.7, Figure D.8
respectively).

RVE Graphite
fraction (%)

E (GPa) Weighted average
spreadability (Swa)

Connectivity
(K)

A 14.79% 169.92 2.637 0.9764
B 15.36% 169.71 2.216 0.8919
C 14.69% 169.79 2.821 0.9595
D 14.55% 168.54 1.6814 0.1902
E 14.05% 167.17 1.393 0.2766

Table 6.1: The table shows the values of Graphite fraction, Young’s modulus (GPa),
Weighted average spreadability (Swa), Connectivity (K) of RVE A, B, C, D, and E
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Figure 6.1: Graph representing the uni-axial stress-strain response of RVEs A, B, C,
D, and E at reference temperature (0◦ C) using a transversely isotropic graphite model.
The results show that there is no relation between graphite morphology characterization
parameters (Weighted average spreadability (Swa), Connectivity (K)) and the average
stress-strain response.

6.2 Comparison of stress-strain response under uni-

axial tensile test using transversely isotropic graphite

model and isotropic graphite model at reference

temperature (0◦ C)

The elastic properties considered for isotropic graphite model are shown in Table 4.4. In
Case-1 Young’s modulus of graphite along its basal plane ’a’ is considered whereas, in
Case-3 along ’c’ direction is considered, i.e. 1020.4 GPa and 36.364 GPa respectively.
Whereas, in Case-2 average of Case-1 and Case-2 is taken into account [1].

The stress-strain plot comparison under uni-axial tensile test using transversely isotropic
graphite model and isotropic graphite model of RVE A, B, C, D, and E is shown in Figure
6.3a, 6.3b, 6.3c, 6.3d, 6.3e respectively.

The stress-strain response of transversely isotropic graphite model in all the considered
RVEs are closer to the stress-strain response of Case 3 (isotropic graphite model - 36.36
GPa) respectively. Therefore, for transversely isotropic graphite model, the graphite of
the considered RVEs are loaded majorly in its weakest bond, i.e. in ’c’ direction along
which Young’s modulus is 36.364 GPa.
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Figure 6.2: Effect of temperature on the uni-axial tensile test of RVE-A using transversely
isotropic graphite model is shown in the figure. The strength of the RVE-A is decreasing
with increase in temperature. Significant drop in strength is observed when the temper-
ature changes from 300◦ C to 400◦ C. Whereas, there is marginal drop in strength when
temperature changes from 0◦ C to 300◦ C.

In non-linear regime, stress-strain response of RVE-C (Figure 6.3c) and RVE-E (Fig-
ure 6.3e) of transversely isotropic graphite model is lesser than the Case-3 of RVE-C
and RVE-E respectively. It is expected that the strength of the transversely isotropic
graphite to be at least equal to the Case-3 isotropic graphite model. Since the weakest
bond in transversely isotropic graphite has E = 36.36 GPa, which is equal to the Case-3
(E = 36.36 GPa) isotropic graphite model. However, the shear modulus G23 and G31 of
transversely isotropic graphite model (0.280 GPa) is lesser than the shear modulus for
Case-3 (G - 17.96 GPa). Therefore, the low stress-strain response of RVE-C and RVE-E
shown in Figure 6.1 is due to loading of the graphite along graphite’s crystallographic ’c’
direction (weak bond) and weak shear direction.

The strength of all the considered RVEs are increased with increase in stiffness of the
graphite for isotropic graphite model which can be observed in Figure 6.3a, 6.3b, 6.3c,
6.3d, 6.3e respectively and the maximum average stress of RVEs are shown in Table 6.2.
There is a significant increase in the strength of the RVE when stiffness is increased from
36.36 GPa to 528.38 GPa. Whereas, when the stiffness is increased from 528.38 GPa to
1020.4 GPa there is a moderate increase in strength for RVE-B, RVE-D, and RVE-E. The
cause is discussed in section 6.3 where the effect of graphite morphology on the RVEs
using isotropic graphite model is studied.
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(a) RVE-A (b) RVE-B

(c) RVE-C (d) RVE-D

(e) RVE-E

Figure 6.3: Comparison of uni-axial stress-strain plot of RVE-A, B, C, D, E using trans-
versely isotropic graphite and isotropic graphite model is shown in Figure a), b), c), d),
e) respectively.
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Maximum average stress (MPa) of RVEs for isotropic graphite model
RVE-A RVE-B RVE-C RVE-D RVE-E

Case 1 1203.5 963.18 1525.5 933.06 911.54
Case 2 1042.6 926.13 1223.4 918.28 902.50
Case 3 830.14 842.16 841.75 838.71 835.80

Table 6.2: The maximum average stress (the maximum value of the average stress ob-
tained in the range of 0 - 10% macroscopic strain applied in the uni-axial tensile test) of
RVE A, B, C, D, and E

6.3 Effect of graphite morphology on uni-axial ten-

sile test using isotropic graphite model

The section discusses the effect of graphite morphology on the average stress under uni-
axial tensile test using isotropic graphite model. The stress-strain plot of RVEs (A, B,
C, D, and E) for Case-1, Case-2 and Case-3 is shown in Figure 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 respectively.

The stress-strain plot of all the considered RVEs for Case-3 (Figure 6.6) show no
significant differences in the strength. The stiffness of the graphite (36.36 GPa) is sub-
stantially lesser than pearlite (207 GPa), and hence the differences in strength of the
RVEs is negligible.

The stress-strain response for Case-1 (Figure 6.4) and Case-2 (Figure 6.5) shows
that with the increase in the weighted average spreadability of the RVE (Swa), there is
an increase in the strength of the RVE. The Weighted average spreadability of RVE-C
(Swa- 2.821) which is highest among RVEs show the highest strength. Whereas, there
is no relationship with Connectivity (K) of the RVEs on stress-strain response. Since
RVE-C which has the highest strength does not possess the highest Connectivity (K).
Furthermore, RVE-D which has the lowest Connectivity does not have lowest stress-strain
response.

To confirm the effect of Spreadability on the strength, two simple models having dif-
ferent Spreadability is tested. The graphite with the shape of a sphere and cube having
the same volume is considered (Figure 6.7a, 6.7b). The cube with the same volume as
of sphere has a higher surface area. Hence, spherical graphite and cubical graphite has
Spreadability equal to 1 and 1.167 respectively. The stress-strain plot of the cubical
graphite RVE (RVE-Q) and spherical graphite RVE (RVE-S) is shown in Figure 6.7c.
The cubical graphite RVE (RVE-Q) show higher strength than spherical graphite RVE
(RVE-S). Therefore, it is confirmed that with the increase in the Spreadability of the
RVE, the strength of the RVE increases.

The experimental study on the effect of particle size of particular filler in polymer
composite on strength by Shao-Yun Fu et al. [26] reveal that with the decrease in the
particle size for a constant volume fraction, the tensile strength of the composite increases.
The plot of tensile strength vs. mean particle size for epoxy composites filled with silica
particles for 55 wt% and 64 wt% shown in the Figure 6.8 shows with the decrease in par-
ticle size, tensile strength increases for constant volume inclusion fraction. The surface
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Figure 6.4: Stress-strain plot of uni-axial tensile test of RVE-A, B, C, D, and E using
case-1 isotropic graphite model (E = 1020.4 GPa). The figure shows the strength of the
RVE increases with increase in weighted average spreadability (Swa).

Figure 6.5: Stress-strain plot of uni-axial tensile test of RVE-A, B, C, D, and E using
case-2 isotropic graphite model (E = 528.382 GPa). The figure shows the strength of the
RVE increases with increase in weighted average spreadability (Swa).

area increases with decrease in particle size for a constant volume fraction and therefore
increase in total surface area of the inclusion aids in the increase in strength through a
more efficient stress transfer mechanism across particle/matrix interface.

As the surface area of cubical graphite is more than the spherical graphite, and as
per the experimental results, the RVE of cubical graphite should effectively transfer more
stress on the graphite than the RVE with spherical graphite, and hence graphite stress
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Figure 6.6: Stress-strain plot of uni-axial tensile test of RVE-A, B, C, D, and E using
case-3 isotropic graphite model (E = 36.364 GPa). The figure shows no difference in the
strength of the RVE because of very low stiffness of graphite (36.364 GPa) than pearlite
(209 GPa).

needs to be higher for the cubical graphite. Therefore, the weighted average stress of
graphite for cubical graphite is higher than spherical graphite which is seen in the plot of
Weighted average Von Mises stress of graphite (Gw) vs. Strain (%) (Figure 6.7d). Hence,
the higher surface area of graphite aids in effective transfer of stress on the graphite
through graphite/pearlite interface which in-turn leads to higher strength (Figure 6.7c).

By the definition of Spreadability, the total surface area of graphite is considered.
However, the surface area of the graphite at the boundaries of the RVE does not partic-
ipate in stress transfer on the graphite. As the stress transfer on the graphite is through
the pearlite-graphite interface or by graphite-boundary condition interface, the effective
surface area (Esa) of graphite of RVE needs to be considered to validate experimental
results. The effective surface area takes into account the surface of the graphite that is
in contact with the matrix and the boundary condition (Figure 6.9b). The difference
between effective surface area, surface area in contact with pearlite, and total surface
area of the graphite of RVE-A is shown in Figure 6.9. The discretized geometry of RVE-
A is shown in Figure 6.9a. The RVE-A is subjected to a uni-axial tensile test in the
x-direction, hence the face of the RVE at x = 0 and x = 100 µm, the boundary condition
is applied. Therefore, the graphite in contact with boundary condition is shown in Figure
6.9b. The effective surface area (Esa) of graphite of RVEs are shown in Table 6.3. The
effective surface area of the spherical and cubical graphite is the same as their surface
area since they are entirely surrounded by the matrix.

As with simple models, it is concluded that with an increase in effective surface
area, the strength of the RVE increases for a constant volume fraction. Hence, con-
sidering RVEs having same volume fraction i.e RVE-A (14.79%), RVE-C (14.69%) and
RVE-D (14.55%) and by comparing their stress-strain response and Weighted average
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(a) Isosurface of spherical graphite. (b) Isosurface of cubical graphite.

(c) Stress vs. Strain (d) Gwa vs. Strain

Figure 6.7: Isosurface of spherical and cubical graphite is shown in Figure (a) and Figure
(b) respectively. Stress-strain plot comparison of spherical graphite RVE (RVE-S) and
cubical graphite RVE (RVE-Q) is shown in the Figure (c). The strength of RVE-Q which
has higher spreadability show higher strength. Therefore, RVE-Q show higher strength
than RVE-S. Weighted average Von Mises stress of graphite (Gwa) vs. Strain (%) is
shown in Figure (d). The cubical graphite has higher surface area which leads to effective
transfer of more stress on the graphite. Therefore, cubical graphite show higher weighted
average graphite stress than spherical graphite.

stress of graphite (Gw) with effective surface area show similar conclusion, i.e. increase
in effective surface area leads to more efficient stress transfer on the graphite through
graphite/pearlite interface which in-turn leads to an increase in strength of the RVE.

The stress-strain plot for uni-axial tensile test using isotropic graphite model and
Weighted average stress of graphite for RVE-A, RVE-C and RVE-D having constant vol-
ume fraction is shown in the Figure 6.10a and Figure 6.10b respectively. There is an
increase in strength with an increase in effective surface area, and there is a direct rela-
tionship between weighted average graphite stress with an effective surface area. Higher
the effective surface area, higher is the weighted average graphite stress. RVE-C which has
high effective surface area, show high strength and correspondingly have high weighted
average graphite stress. Whereas, RVE-D which has low effective surface area show low
strength and correspondingly have low weighted average graphite stress.

The Von Mises stress field of graphite of RVE-A, RVE-C, and RVE-D is shown in
Figure 6.11b, 6.11a , 6.11c respectively. The reflection of the Weighted average stress of
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Figure 6.8: Effect of particle size on tensile strength of epoxy composites filled with
spherical silica particles with particle contents of 55wt% (◦) and 64wt% (•) [26]. Decrease
in particle size for a constant volume fraction leads to increase in surface area. The figure
shows increase in tensile strength with increase in surface area of silica particles. The
tensile strength increases with increase particle fraction for the same particle size.

Effective surface area (Esa-µm
2) of graphite of RVE

RVE A RVE B RVE C RVE D RVE E Sphere Cube
33021.8 30614.5 36139.9 31589.01 27514.96 13182.18 15383.6

Table 6.3: Effective surface area of graphite of RVE-A, B, C, D and E

graphite (Gwa) plot of RVE-C, RVE-A, and RVE-D (Figure 6.10b) can be observed in the
Von Mises stress field of the graphite as well. Graphite of RVE-C shows a high-stress field
than RVE-A and RVE-D (Figure 6.11a). Whereas, graphite of RVE-D has less stresses
in comparison (Figure 6.11c).

The graphite fraction also plays a vital role in the strength of the RVE. The effect
of inclusion fraction is observed in experimental results which show high strength for the
composite of 64wt % of silica particles than 55wt% of silica particles. The stress-strain
plot of RVE-B, RVE-D, and RVE-E and weighted average Von Mises stress of graphite
is shown in the Figure 6.12. First of all, even though the effective surface area of the
RVE-B is lower than the effective surface area of the RVE-D, the strength of the RVE-B
is higher than the RVE-D. It is due to high graphite fraction of RVE-B (15.36%) than
RVE-D (14.55%).

Furthermore, the change in strength from the RVE-E to RVE-D is not significant even
though there is a significant difference in the effective surface area. It can be attributed
to the non-linear relation between the strength and the particle size/surface area (Figure
6.8). Moreover, there is a difference in graphite fraction of the RVE-E (14.05%) and
RVE-D (14.55%).

As discussed in the section 6.2, when the graphite stiffness is increased from 36.34
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(a) Discretized geometry of RVE-A (b) Effective surface area of graphite

(c) Surface area in contact with pearlite (d) Total surface area of graphite

Figure 6.9: Figure (a) shows the discretized geometry of RVE-A. Figure (b) shows effective
surface area of graphite of RVE-A, Figure (c) shows the surface area of graphite in contact
with pearlite, whereas Figure (d) shows the total surface area of graphite. The effective
surface area of graphite is the surface of the graphite in contact with pearlite and the
boundary condition.

GPa to 528.38 GPa, there is a significant rise in strength (Figure 6.3a, 6.3b, 6.3c, 6.3d,
6.3e). However, when the stiffness is increased from 528.38 GPa to 1020.4 GPa there is a
moderate increase in strength for RVE-B, RVE-D, and RVE-E (Figure 6.3b, 6.3d, 6.3e).
It is because, the effective surface area of RVE-B, RVE-D, and RVE-E is not high enough
to effectively transfer more stress on the graphite.

6.4 Conclusion

The chapter discussed the effect of graphite morphology characterization parameters, i.e.
Weighted average spreadability (Swa), Connectivity (K) on average stress and maximum
average stress (the maximum value of the average stress obtained in the range of 0 -
10% macroscopic strain applied in the uni-axial tensile test) under uni-axial tensile test
of RVE (A, B, C, D, and E) at temperature 0◦C (reference temperature), 100◦C, 200◦C,
300◦C, 400◦C using transversely isotropic graphite model and isotropic graphite model.

The analysis results of uni-axial tensile test show there is no clear relation between
the considered graphite morphology characterization parameters on the average stress
and maximum average stress at the reference temperature 0◦C (reference temperature),
100◦C, 200◦C, 300◦C, and 400◦C for the transversely isotropic graphite model. The rela-
tive position of RVE A, B, C, D, and E remained same for 0◦C (reference temperature),
100◦C, 200◦C, 300◦C, and 400◦C temperature. Moreover, the graphite of the RVEs are
majorly getting loaded along weak bond (’c’ direction). Furthermore, the strength of the
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.10: The graph a) showing the effect of effective surface area (Esa) on strength.
Stress-strain plot of uni-axial tensile test using isotropic graphite model shows with in-
crease in Esa of graphite of RVE for constant volume fraction there is increase in strength.
The increase in Esa aids in efficient stress transfer on graphite through graphite/pearlite
interface. Therefore, the weighted average graphite stress (Gwa) is higher for RVE having
higher Esa which is shown in Figure b).

(a) RVE-C

(b) RVE-A (c) RVE-D

Figure 6.11: Von Mises stress field of graphite of RVE-C, RVE-A, and RVE-D is shown
in Figure a, b, and c respectively. The Von Mises stress field of graphite of RVE-C is
higher than RVE-A and RVE-D. Whereas, graphite of RVE-D has less stresses.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.12: Figure (a) shows stress-strain plot of uni-axial tensile test of RVE-B, RVE-
D and RVE-E using isotropic graphite model. Figure (b) shows the weighted average
graphite stress (Gwa) of RVE-B, RVE-D, RVE-E.

RVE decreases with increase in temperature and the decrease in strength is significant
beyond 300◦ C. It is due to the fact, for pearlite, beyond 350◦ C the effect of temperature
becomes significant.

The effect of graphite morphology is observed for the isotropic graphite model. In-
crease in Weighted average spreadability (Swa) leads to an increase in the strength of
the RVE. On the other hand, there is no effect of Connectivity (K) on the stress-strain
response of the RVE for isotropic graphite model as well. Moreover, the test on the
simple models, i.e. spherical graphite RVE (RVE-S) and cubical graphite RVE (RVE-Q)
confirmed the effect of weighted average spreadability (Swa) on strength.

The experimental study by Shao-Yun Fu et al.[26] on particulate polymer composite
showed that for constant inclusion volume fraction, with increase in surface area of par-
ticular fillers leads to increase in tensile strength. Moreover, the increase in surface area
of inclusion leads to effectively transfer more stress on the inclusions (Graphite). Since
the stress transfer is through graphite-pearlite interface, hence effective surface area is
taken into account to study the results of uni-axial tensile test for isotropic graphite
model. The stress-strain response of cubical graphite RVE (RVE-Q), spherical graphite
RVE (RVE-S) and RVE-C, RVE-A, RVE-D which are having same graphite fraction show
there is increase in tensile strength with increase in effective surface area. Moreover, the
relation between the effective stress transfer and surface area is confirmed by the weighted
average graphite stress plot. The plot of Weighted average graphite stress vs. Strain of
RVE-Q, RVE-S, RVE-C, RVE-A, RVE-D showed that weighted average graphite stress
increases with increase in effective surface area. Furthermore, the graphite fraction also
influences the strength. Increase in graphite fraction leads to increase in the strength of
the RVE.

In the following chapter, the conclusion of the overall thesis work is discussed and
recommendation for the future work is mentioned.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and recommendations

During the working of the engine, due to the repetition of cyclic mechanical and thermal
loads, cracks are generated in-between the inlet and outlet valves of the cylinder head.
Microstructural features present in CGI [1] influences the damage initiation. Therefore,
it is essential to study the complex micro-structural graphite morphology of CGI. In this
regard, the thesis aims to study the effect of graphite morphology of the CGI on the
average stress and the maximum average stress under uni-axial tensile test at different
temperatures, viz 0◦ C (reference temperature), 100◦ C, 200◦ C, 300◦ C, and 400◦ C.
Following sections give the summary and conclusions of the thesis, along with recommen-
dations for the future work.

7.1 Conclusions

In the literature review, the detail discussion on the properties of the cast iron reveals
the importance of graphite morphology of cast iron. In the graphite crystal structure,
Young’s modulus and thermal conductivity along the basal plane (’a’ axis - strong bond)
are higher than the ’c’ axis (anisotropy direction - weak bond). The differences in the
growth direction of transversely isotropic graphite crystal lead to the formation of FGI,
CGI, and SGI. More importantly, due to these differences in the growth direction, different
graphite morphology is formed which influence the physical and mechanical properties.
CGI is used in the engine components because of its optimum physical and mechani-
cal properties. Unlike in FGI, which has good physical properties but poor mechanical
properties and SGI possess good mechanical properties but show poor physical properties.

The approach involves the extraction of CGI sample from in-between the valves of the
cylinder head and subject it to CT-scan. The extracted data from CT-scan is converted
to discretized FE geometry, and the steps involved in the conversion is explained in chap-
ter 3. The CT-scan data is in the form of voxelized data. Furthermore, different phases
have different gray-scale value for voxels, and the phases (Graphite and Pearlite) are pre-
cisely separated by using Otsu and K-means method. The iso-surface (interface between
graphite and pearlite) is extracted in the form of STL file. The grids are spread across
the STL file, and the grids present in different phases are differentiated. In addition,
the differentiated grids are subjected to Multi-Stencil Fast Marching method (MSFM).
MSFM is a numerical technique/algorithm developed to solve the Eikonal equation which
determines the shortest distance of the grids from the iso-surface. Moreover, the distance
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of the grids from the iso-surface present in graphite is converted to negative distances to
recognize the graphite phase. This distance function is used to define the mesh size. Con-
sequently, fine mesh is obtained closer to the graphite surfaces (isosurfaces) and coarser
mesh when moved away from it. The drawback of the above method is the requirement of
pre-processing the CT scan data to suit the mesh generation tool. Mainly, smoothening
of the iso-surface. Moreover, the step is inevitable to aid in mesh generation procedure.
Smoothening of the iso-surface lead to loss of information, especially volumetric infor-
mation. Therefore, to avoid major loss of the information, necessary steps are taken to
minimize the smoothening of the iso-surface.

Pearlite, the matrix of CGI show creep and stress relaxation behavior beyond 350 ◦

C. Hence, time and temperature dependent thermo-viscoplastic behavior are introduced
in the constitutive model of pearlite by J.C.Pina. Moreover, the existing isotropic hard-
ening of the pearlite in the model is updated to kinematic hardening by Mohammadpour,
A. In addition, the interface between the pearlite and graphite is assumed to perfectly
bonded, and the mechanical deformation of the graphite is considered to be purely elastic.
Furthermore, the thermal expansion of the pearlite is isotropic whereas, in graphite, it is
different along the basal plane (’a’ direction) and ’c’ direction.

In characterizing the graphite morphology, the goal is to quantify the coral tree-like
structure of the graphite of the CGI. Spreadability (S) is defined to characterize the coral
tree-like structure. Spreadability (S) describes the compactness of the graphite parti-
cle. Lesser the spreadability, more spherical is the shape of the graphite. Moreover, the
spreadability of the RVE is defined by Weighted average spreadability (Swa). Further-
more, Connectivity (K) is represented to illustrate the distribution of graphite fraction
of RVE in graphite particles. Higher the Connectivity (K), lesser is the distribution
of graphite fraction of the RVE among graphite particles and highly connected is the
graphite.

The RVE A, B, C, D, and E of size 100 x 100 x 100 µm3 are selected based on the
isotropic behavior in the elastic regime. Moreover, they are subjected to a uniaxial tensile
test in the direction where Young’s modulus is the same to study the effect of graphite
morphology in the non-linear regime. More importantly, the selected RVEs have different
Weighted average spreadability (Swa) and Connectivity (K). RVE-A, B, and C have rel-
atively higher Weighted average spreadability (Swa) and Connectivity (K) than RVE-D,
and E. Moreover, it is observed that RVEs having relatively higher connectivity have
a higher Weighted average spreadability Swa. This aspect is due to the fact that when
higher connectivity graphite is present in the RVE, then coral-like graphite structure
present in CGI lead to give higher Weighted average spreadability (Swa).

The selected RVEs (A, B, C, D, and E) were subjected to uni-axial tensile test at
temperatures 0◦ C, 100◦ C, 200◦ C, 300◦ C, and 400◦ C using transversely isotropic
graphite model and isotropic graphite model. CGI has transversely isotropic graphite.
The results of the uni-axial tensile test at temperature 0◦ C (reference temperature),
100◦ C, 200◦ C, 300◦ C, and 400◦ C for transversely isotropic graphite show no influence
of graphite morphology characterization parameters, i.e., Weighted average spreadability
(Swa) and Connectivity (K). Moreover, the relative position of the RVE-A, B, C, D, and
E remained the same for the said temperatures. However, the strength of the RVEs de-
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creased marginally with an increase in temperature from 0◦ C to 300◦ C. Furthermore, a
significant decrease in strength is observed from 300◦ C to 400◦ C. It is due to the fact
that the pearlite shows a substantial reduction in strength beyond 350◦ C. On the other
hand, it is observed that for all the considered RVEs the graphite gets loaded in its weak
bond (’c’ direction).

The effect of graphite morphology on the average stress under uni-axial tensile test
for isotropic graphite model is studied. It is observed that with the increase in Weighted
average spreadability (Swa), the strength of the RVE increases. However, there was no
influence of connectivity (K) on the strength of the RVE. The effect of weighted aver-
age spreadability is confirmed using the simple models, i.e., spherical graphite RVE and
cubical graphite RVE. Since cubical graphite RVE has a higher weighted average spread-
ability, the strength of it is higher.

The experimental study by Shao-Yun Fu et al. [26] on particulate polymer composite
showed that for constant inclusion volume fraction, with the increase in surface area of
inclusion leads to an increase in tensile strength. Increase in surface area aids in effective
transfer of more stress on the inclusion through graphite/pearlite interface.

By the definition of Spreadability (S), the total surface area of graphite is considered.
However, the stress transfer on the graphite is through the pearlite-graphite interface or
by graphite-boundary condition interface. Therefore, the Effective surface area (Esa) of
graphite of RVE is considered to validate the experimental results. The Effective surface
area (Esa) of graphite takes into account only the surface of the graphite that is in contact
with pearlite and boundary condition.

The direct relationship between the effective surface area of the graphite and the
strength of the RVE having constant volume fraction is observed. Increase in the effec-
tive surface area leads to an increase in strength of the RVE. Furthermore, the fact that
an increase in the effective surface area leads to transfer more stress on the graphite effec-
tively. Moreover, it is confirmed by considering the weighted average stress of graphite.
The results show with an increase in effective surface area, the weighted average stress
of graphite increases for constant graphite fraction. Hence, confirming the coral-like
structure which shows high surface area, influence the strength. On the other hand, the
influence of graphite fraction on strength is also observed. Increase in graphite fraction
leads to an increase in strength of the RVE.

Even though the graphite morphology characterization parameters (Swa, K) did not
play any role for the transversely isotropic graphite model, but the effect of Swa is ob-
served on the isotropic graphite model. The analysis results for isotropic graphite model
confirmed that the increase in Spreadability/surface area of graphite does aid in effective
transfer of more stress on the graphite which in-turn helps in increasing the strength.
However, the loading of the graphite in the weak bond did not assist in increasing the
strength for transversely isotropic graphite model. Therefore, the coral-like structure of
graphite of CGI characterized by using Spreadability (S) or Weighted average spreadabil-
ity Swa influence in increasing the strength.
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7.2 Recommendations

• The effect of graphite morphology on the average plastic strain is an interesting
aspect to observe. Since the region in the matrix around the inclusion forms a
deformation shield which does not undergo easy plastic deformation. Moreover, the
volume of the deformation shield can vary with the morphology of graphite. Hence,
it is recommended to study the effect of graphite morphology on the average plastic
deformation.

• The selected RVE size on which the study is made is not a homogenized RVE size.
Hence, aforementioned tests are recommended to conduct on the homogenized RVE
size.

• In the thesis, interface between the pearlite and graphite is assumed to be perfectly
bonded, whereas in real CGI material it is not the case. Therefore, it is recom-
mended to study by considering the interface bond strength similar to that of the
CGI material.
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Appendix A

Multi stencil fast marching method

The Fast marching method calculates the shortest distance of the lattice points from
initial position of the boundary/front using an algorithm which is represented as a flow
chart in Figure A.1 [18]. The algorithm helps to reduce the computational time and the
method uses an approximation for ∇T in the Eikonal equation for the solution which is
shown in equation A.2 [18].

||∇T ||2 = 1/F2
ijk (A.1)
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Where D-
ijkandD

+
ijk

is a standard notation for forward and backward difference. The

first order finite difference in x-direction is shown in Equation A.3 and A.4 [18].

and D−xT is given by D−xT = T (i, j, k)− T (i− 1, j, k) (A.3)

and D+xT is given by D+xT = T (i+ 1, j, k)− T (i, j, k) (A.4)

The Equation A.2 is valid for voxel lattice which is uniformly distributed i.e ∆x = ∆y =
∆z with unit distance. The general equation of approximation using first order finite
difference for non-uniform voxel lattice is shown in Equation A.5.

3∑
ν=1

max(
T − Tν

∆ν

, 0)2 =
1

F
(A.5)

Where ∆1 = ∆x, ∆2 = ∆y, ∆3 = ∆z, T = Tijk, F = Fijk (A.6)

and T1 = min(Ti−1,j,k, Ti+1,j,k) (A.7)

T2 = min(Ti,j−1,k, Ti,j+1,k) (A.8)

T3 = min(Ti,j,k−1, Ti,j,k+1) (A.9)
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Initial position of the
front/lattice points

are marked as frozen

Select the neigh-
bouring points

of frozen region.

Compute the distance
from initial frozen
points to selected

neighbouring points
and mark them
as narrow band

Among the distance
of the neighbouring
points computed,
select the short-

est/nearest lattice
point and change the

flag of that point from
narrow band to frozen.

update algoritm

Check if
there are any
neigbouring
points left

stop

yes

no

Figure A.1: Fast marching method algorithm flowchart
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The main disadvantage of using FMM is that it gives an incorrect value when it
calculates distance in diagonal direction in a lattice. Consider an example with 2D grids
which is shown in Figure A.2. The initial front/frozen points having 0 distance which is
shown in figure with black grids (’+’ symbol) and the points adjacent to it whose distance
has been calculated is shown in blue color, whereas the points whose distance need to be
calculated is shown in red color. Considering uniform distribution of the grids with unit
distance and the time to reach point A from point C is calculated by using the relation
A.10 and A.11

D−yT = TA − TB (A.10)

Where TB = 1, F = 1

(TA − TB)2 = 1/F 2 (A.11)

(TA − TB)2 = 1 and TA = 2 (A.12)

FMM gives accurate result when the front is linear. It cannot predict accurate result
when front is a curvature for example it cannot calculate accurate distance of point K
present in diagonal direction.

(Tk − 1)2 + (Tk − 1)2 = 1 and Tk = 1 + 1/
√

2 (A.13)

where as exact answer is
√

2. Hence to improve the FMM, High accuracy fast marching
method (HAFMM) has been implemented which uses 2nd order finite difference approx-
imation to improve the accuracy. The approximation is shown in equation.

Figure A.2: Grids represented as ’+’. where ’C’ and ’G’ are the initial front. ’K’ is the
grid present diagonal to the grid ’G’

D+x
ijk

T =
3Ti,j,k − 4Ti−1,j,k + Ti−2,j,k

2∆x

D-x
ijkT = −3Ti,j,k − 4Ti+1,j,k + Ti+2,j,k

2∆x

(A.14)
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Substituting Equation A.14 in A.2 we get Equation A.15

3∑
ν=1

max(
3(T − Tν)

2∆ν

, 0)2 =
1

F
(A.15)

and T1 = min(
4Ti−1,j,k − Ti−2,j,k

3
,
4Ti+1,j,k − Ti+2,j,k

3
) (A.16)

and T2 = min(
4Ti,j−1,k − Ti,j−2,k

3
,
4Ti,j+1,k − Ti,j+2,k

3
) (A.17)

and T3 = min(
4Ti,j,k−1 − Ti,j,k−2

3
,
4Ti,j,k+1 − Ti,j,k+2

3
) (A.18)

Even though HAFMM has improved results than FMM, but still there exist errors in
calculating arrival time along diagonal direction [msfm]. Hence, Multistencil fast march-
ing method has been developed which uses stencils to obtain accurate arrival time along
the diagonal direction. Several stencils at position x are used to cover all the neighboring
diagonal points [18]. The 2D multistencil is shown in Figure A.3.

Here ∇T is approximated by using directional derivatives. Consider a stencil in 2D
which intersects at points p1, p2, q1 and q2 (Figure A.3). Let U1 and U2 be the directional
derivatives along unit vectors along r1 and r2 respectively which is shown in Equation
A.19 and A.21 [19] .

Figure A.3: The stencil Sv is centered at x and intersects lattice at diagonal grid points
[19].

U1 = ~r1 · ∇T (x) = r11Tx + r12Ty

U2 = ~r2 · ∇T (x) = r21Tx + r22Ty
(A.19)

Equation A.19 can be written as
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(
U1

U2

)
=

(
r11 r12

r21 r22

)(
Tx
Ty

)
(A.20)

U = R∇T (x) (A.21)

∇T (x) = R−1U (A.22)

(∇T (x))T = UTR−T (A.23)

we know,

|∇T (x)|2 = (∇T (x))T∇T (x) (A.24)

and using Eikonal Equation A.1, |(∇T (x))|2 can be shown as

|(∇T (x))|2 = UT (RRT )−1U =
1

F (x)2
(A.25)

If φ is the angle between the directional vectors then RRT is given as (Equation A.26)(
||r1||2 ~r1 · ~r2

~r2 · ~r1 ||r2||2
)

=

(
1 cosφ

cosφ 1

)
(A.26)

and (RRT )−1 is given as (Equation A.27)

(RRT )−1 =
−1

sin2φ

(
−1 cosφ
cosφ −1

)
(A.27)

substituting Equation A.27 in Equation A.25 gives Equation A.28 for arbitrary stencil.
Using below equation the gradient of arrival time is calculated and similar equation can
be derived using 3D stencil which is shown in Figure A.4. Here the 2D stencils cover 8
neighboring points, whereas 3D stencil cover 26 neighboring points [19].

U2
1 − 2U1U2cosφ+ U2

2 =
Sin2φ

F (x)
(A.28)

The first order approximation of directional derivative Uv satisfying viscosity solu-
tionA.2 is given as (Equation A.29)[19].

Uv = max(
T (x)− Tv
||x− xv||

, 0), v = 1, 2 (A.29)

The second order approximation of directional derivative is given as (Equation A.30)

Uv = max(
3(T (x)− Tv)

2||x− xv||
, 0), v = 1, 2 (A.30)

where T1 and T2 are given as

T1 = min(
4Ti−1,j − Ti−2,j

3
,
4Ti+1,j − Ti+2,j

3
)

T2 = min(
4Ti,j−1 − Ti,j−2

3
,
4Ti,j+1,k − Ti,j+2

3
)

(A.31)
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Figure A.4: The proposed stencils for the 3D Cartesian domain [19].
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Appendix B

Standard deviation of distance from
centroid to surface of graphite

The Standard deviation of distance from centroid to surface and mean distance from
centroid to surface is used to describe the graphite morphology. The standard deviation
describes the spreadness of data from its mean value. The parameter describes the com-
plexity of graphite morphology. Lesser the value of the standard deviation from mean
value more spherical is the graphite and higher the standard deviation, more spread is the
graphite. The standard deviation for perfect sphere is equal to zero. The volume, mean
distance and standard deviation of spherical graphite (Figure B.1) is shown in Table B.1

Figure B.1: Spherical graphite.

The characterization parameters such as volume, mean distance to surface, and stan-

No Volume
(mm3)

mean distance from cen-
troid to surface (mm)

Standard deviation dis-
tance from centroid to
surface(mm)

1 518.58 4.942 0.031

Table B.1: Volume, mean distance, SD of spherical graphite particle
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dard deviation of distance from centroid to surface for the RVE having three different
graphite particles is shown in Figure B.2. Graphite particle number 3 is more spread in
comparison to other two. Therefore, the standard deviation is 13.408 µm, which is more
in comparison to other two graphite particles.

Even though with the used example (Figure B.2) the SD results shown in table B.2
gives an idea of the spreadability of the graphite, but the quantity (SD) is dependent on
the volume of the graphite and in some cases the SD does not clearly gives the idea of
morphology of graphite.

Considering another example (Figure B.3) of RVE whose graphite particle’s volume
and SD are shown in Table B.3 and are represented in descending order of graphite’s
volume. The position of first graphite particle shown in Table B.3 is represented in Figure
B.3 which is nearly in spherical shape. Hence, the SD is less (5.005µm) in comparison
to the 2nd, 3rd, 4th particle which is 7.93,7.94,6.088 respectively. Here, if we consider
only SD as parameter to measure, it does not give a clear idea of the morphology of
graphite since 6th particle is having nearly same SD (5.45µm) for a volume which is
much lesser(3868µm) than 1st.

Hence, along with SD, volume should be also taken into account. Therefore, the ratio
of Volume to SD is considered whose values are shown in Table B.3. The ratio of volume
to SD range from 10966.43(1st graphite) to 321.39(9th graphite) which neither gives the
clear idea of graphite morphology. Hence, SD gives a blur idea but does not give clear
picture of graphite morphology and cannot be used to represent morphology in all the
cases.

Figure B.2: RVE-X showing isosurface of three different graphite particles
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No Volume (µm3) mean distance
from centroid to
surface (µm)

Standard devi-
ation distance
from centroid to
surface(µm)

1 1886 8.015 2.346
2 15450 19.825 7.722
3 79791 35.683 13.408

Table B.2: RVE-X showing isosurface of three different graphite particles

No Volume
(µm3)

mean distance from
centroid to surface
(µm)

Standard deviation
distance from centrod
to surface(µm)

Volume/SD
(µm2)

1 54887 24.378 5.005 10966.43
2 40568 24.429 7.93 5115.76
3 22435 21.264 7.94 2825.56
4 7415 15.462 6.088 1217.96
5 6850 12.779 3.855 1776.91
6 3868 14.357 5.45 709.72
7 2494 10.383 4.202 593.52
8 1339 6.787 1.597 838.44
9 655 5.81 2.038 321.39

Table B.3: Volume (µm3), mean distance from centroid to surface (µm), Volume/SD
(µm2) of RVE-Y
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Figure B.3: RVE-Y showing isosurface of nine different graphite particles
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Appendix C

Methodology and RVE mesh

C.1 Methodology

The methodology used in determination of the parameters Volume, Ferret diameter,
Standard deviation of distance from centroid and number of graphite particles is discussed
in this section. The distance function data is used, which is A x B x C matrix having the
distances from isosurface. The pearlite and graphite region are differentiated by having
positive distances in pearlite and negative distances in graphite. The negative distance
values are converted to zero and positive distance values to 1. The values 0 and 1 acts
as a gray scale value and are converted to pixels to from an image. The 3D matrix is
converted to slices of images which is shown in Figure C.1.

The zero and one represents the grayscale value and C number of slices of images
are created using A x B matrix. These images are used in a ImageJ tool to determine
the Volume, Ferret diameter, Standard deviation of distance from centroid and num-
ber of graphite particles. The surface area of the graphite is determined by using STL
(Stereolithography) file.

Figure C.1: Slices of images from distance function data.

The spherical graphite is used for the validation ( Table C.1). The validation results
shows that the variation from actual result is 1.16%, hence following method has been
used to determine the mentioned parameters.
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Figure C.2: Sliced images of Spherical graphite.

No Obtained
Volume
(mm3)

Actual
volume
(mm3)

Obtained
mean
distance
(mm)

Actual
mean
distance
(mm)

Obtained
Standard
devia-
tion(mm)

Actual
SD(mm)

1 518.58 523.33 4.942 5 0.031 0

Table C.1: Validation of characterization parameters

C.2 RVE Mesh

The mesh of selected RVEs A, B, C, D, and E is shown in Figure C.3. The Gradient of
tetrahedral mesh is shown for the selected RVEs. The mesh size near the iso-surface is 2
µ m and it increases when moved away from the iso-surface.
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(a) RVE-A (b) RVE-B

(c) RVE-C (d) RVE-D

(e) RVE-E

Figure C.3: Gradient of tetrahedral mesh on RVE is shown for RVE-A, B, C, D, and E
in Figure a), b), c), d), and e) respectively. The mesh size near iso-surface is 2 µm.
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Results

Figure D.1: Graph representing the uni-axial stress-strain response of RVEs A, B, C, D,
and E at 100◦C temperature using a transversely isotropic graphite model. The results
show that there is no relation between graphite morphology characterization parameters
(Weighted average spreadability (Swa), Connectivity (K)) and the average stress-strain
response.
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Figure D.2: Graph representing the uni-axial stress-strain response of RVEs A, B, C, D,
and E at 200◦C temperature using a transversely isotropic graphite model. The results
show that there is no relation between graphite morphology characterization parameters
(Weighted average spreadability (Swa), Connectivity (K)) and the average stress-strain
response.

Figure D.3: Graph representing the uni-axial stress-strain response of RVEs A, B, C, D,
and E at 300◦C temperature using a transversely isotropic graphite model. The results
show that there is no relation between graphite morphology characterization parameters
(Weighted average spreadability (Swa), Connectivity (K)) and the average stress-strain
response.
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Figure D.4: Graph representing the uni-axial stress-strain response of RVEs A, B, C, D,
and E at 400◦C temperature using a transversely isotropic graphite model. The results
show that there is no relation between graphite morphology characterization parameters
(Weighted average spreadability (Swa), Connectivity (K)) and the average stress-strain
response.

Figure D.5: Effect of temperature on the uni-axial tensile test of RVE-B using trans-
versely isotropic graphite model is shown in the figure. The strength of the RVE-B is
decreasing with increase in temperature. Significant drop in strength is observed when
the temperature changes from 300◦ C to 400◦ C. Whereas, there is marginal drop in
strength when temperature changes from 0◦ C to 300◦ C.
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Figure D.6: Effect of temperature on the uni-axial tensile test of RVE-C using trans-
versely isotropic graphite model is shown in the figure. The strength of the RVE-C is
decreasing with increase in temperature. Significant drop in strength is observed when
the temperature changes from 300◦ C to 400◦ C. Whereas, there is marginal drop in
strength when temperature changes from 0◦ C to 300◦ C.

Figure D.7: Effect of temperature on the uni-axial tensile test of RVE-D using trans-
versely isotropic graphite model is shown in the figure. The strength of the RVE-D is
decreasing with increase in temperature. Significant drop in strength is observed when
the temperature changes from 300◦ C to 400◦ C. Whereas, there is marginal drop in
strength when temperature changes from 0◦ C to 300◦ C.
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Figure D.8: Effect of temperature on the uni-axial tensile test of RVE-E using trans-
versely isotropic graphite model is shown in the figure. The strength of the RVE-E is
decreasing with increase in temperature. Significant drop in strength is observed when
the temperature changes from 300◦ C to 400◦ C. Whereas, there is marginal drop in
strength when temperature changes from 0◦ C to 300◦ C.
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Appendix E

Curvature Estimation

The quantification of graphite surface can be made by using curvature tensor. The
curvature tensor defines the change in the normal with motion along the surface [27].
Using the eigenvalue (k1, k2) of the tensor, Gaussian curvature is defined as product of k1

and k2 [27]. The example of estimated Gaussian curvature is shown in Figure E.1. The
k1 and k2 are called principal curvatures.

• If the product k1k2 > 0, then the Gaussian curvature is positive and the surface is
said to have an elliptic point. At such points, the surface will be dome like [28].

• If the principal curvatures have different signs: k1k2 < 0, then the Gaussian cur-
vature is negative and the surface is said to have a hyperbolic or saddle point. At
such points, the surface will be saddle shaped [28].

• If one of the principal curvatures is zero: k1k2 = 0, the Gaussian curvature is zero
and the surface is said be flat [28].

The derivative of curvature tensor gives the change in curvature along the surface.
The magnitude/invariant(C) of derivative of curvature tensor is given by sum squares of
entries in tensor. The magnitude/invariant of derivative of curvature tensor for the same
image is shown in Figure E.2 [27].
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Figure E.1: The Gaussian curvature.

Figure E.2: Magnitude/invariant of derivative of curvature tensor.
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